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Departm ent
merger
makes unity
not harmony

Dance.Africa
inexplicably
on hiatus
Columbia to halt
college tradition in
2006

Faculty split on how
curriculum will
affect students

By Jennifer Sabella
Managing Edito r

By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

Two weeks after the announcement that the curricula of
Columbia's Science and Math
Department and the Science
Institute will be merging in the
fall , controversy is spreading
among faculty in the departments.
While faculty in Columbia's
Science and Math Department are
confident that a unified science
and math curriculum will lessen
confusion and eliminate course
duplication, the Science Institute
sees no positives.
"I am concerned that in time
science and math education here
will become more traditional and
will not be directed toward the
needs of our students at the college," said Keith Kostecka, a
faculty member in the Science
Institute for 17 years.
Constantin Rasinariu, a faculty member in the Science and
M ath Department for seven
years, disagrees.
" By merging the two departments the resources can be concentrated in a unique curriculum,
which will have a positive affect
on the overall improvement of
the college and the education
being offered," he said.
On Feb. 3 college officials
announced that the Science
Institute and the Science and Math
Department will reunite in the fall
after 15 years of separate curricula. While science and math courses will be classified under the
Science and Math Department, the
Science Institute will remain an
entity for research.
He said that students will be
less confused when the science
and math curriculum is no longer
split between two departments.
"The coll ege advising will
improve because now all of the
science and math classes will be
under one umbrella," Rasinariu
said. 'The advising process will
be more straightforward ."
Zafra Lerman, head of the
Science Institute, firm ly disagrees,
stating that when she asked students in the Science Institute if
they had ever been confused while
registering for classes the unanimous answer was "no." She also
said that the Science Institute has
not received any phone calls from
students who were confused while
registering.
According to Bill Friedman,
director of Advising, students
have had some confusion ocassionally when registering for a
recommended science or math
class and looking for it under the
wrong department He said the
unified curriculum will eliminate
those few issues.
See Curriculum, Page 6

Lena Kim shows her personal jewelry designs, which she sells to 10 different vendors in Chicago,
and 40 nationwide and at nicelena.com.

She's cra~ty,
she's just my type
By Jennifer Sabella
Manag ing Editor

Forrnerly reserved for soccer moms and bored
grandmothers, the world of crafts has expanded.
More and more educated and hip young women
are running out and buying knitting needles and
sewing machines, and starting their own crafty
businesses and sewing circles. This craze may
seem like just another trend that will fade, but to
these women it is a whole new part of the feminist
movement- Do It Yourself is their mantra, and it
is catching on in cities and small towns throughout the United States.

In Chicago, Lena Kim runs niceLena.com,
where she sells her jewelry, bags, stationery and
every other crafty thing under the sun. Through
crafting, Kim said she has found an entire community of women who care about politics, the
environment, human rights and animal rights.
And while to some crafting may not be defined
as activism, to her, it's bringing the world to her
doorstep.
"I feel a lot closer to women lately because of
[crafting)," Kim said. "It's making our voices
stronger."
Read more about 'crafiivism' in The Word,
pull-out page 8.

For 15 years, DanceAfrica
has been a staple of Columbia's
African-American programs,
but this year the event celebrating various kinds of African
dance will not take place.
For reasons that DanceAfrica
organizers will not disclose at
this time, the festival will go on
hiatus while the Center for
Community Arts Partnerships
works on a study that will help
the Center to " retool and create
a new vision for what has
become one of the largest celeof the African
brations
Diaspora."
According to an e-mail sent
to The Chronicle by Michael
Warr, the producing director of
DanceAfrica Chicago, event
organizers have hired consultant Melanie Beene to conduct
an in-depth study of the event.
"Since December an extensive series of interviews have
been conducted at Columbia
College and with a wide-range
of stakeholders in the broader
community including funders,
artists and community leaders,"
the e-mail read. "This in-depth
study is gathering a wide-range
of opinions on what a New
DanceA frica Chicago might
look like, and how it would best
serve the College."
Warr said he could not comment further on why this study
is being done or what brought
about the change until the study
See DanceAfrica, Page 6

Local bars redefine drinking gatnes
Booze puts a new
spin on the same old
board games
By Tiffany Breyne
A&E Editor

A middle -aged man and
woman slouch over a crossword
puzzle, dictionary in hand, trying
to figure out a word for the clue
" more bohemian." A few feet
over their friends are trying to
work on the same puzzle, helping each other out with clues
while another coup le behind
them is involved in an intense
game of Battleship.
This may seem like a scene
straight out of a Dungeons and
Dragons tournament in someone's
basement, but it's really a typical
night at Guthrie's Tavern, 1300 W.
Addison St. The bar, celebrating
its 20th anniversary this year, is a
neighborhood retreat with cheap
eats and drinks, and a big bookshelf full of board games from
Candy Land to Scrabble.

"When we opened up, that was
one of the owner's [Steve Leith)
concepts- the board games," said
Mark Fellows, a manager at
Guthrie's. " He wanted a place
where people from the neighborhood could come and meet other
people and have conversations. In
this day and age places are inundated with video screens and
music- he kind of wanted the
opposite. [He wanted people) just
to sit down and play a game
together."
While most bars tend to offer
lively entertainment for the
drunken masses, a select few bars
think that the art of conversation
and gaming is the way to really
bring a crowd together.
According to Fellows, the
founder of Guthrie's wanted to
follow the example of taverns like
those in Great Britain or Ireland
where games are a common pastime. Other bars, such as Logan
Square's Green Eye, 2403 W.
Homer St., see it as a way to ~5ep
the environment calm and free of

the all-too-common bar brawl.
'They can have a smoke, they
can have a drink, they play
Scrabble and not get in a fist
fight," said Chad Troutman, a bar-

tender at the Green Eye. '"Cause
we generally try to keep down the
fist icuffs."
Troutman, who studied history
See Bars , Pullout Page 7

Jake Surjan and Josephine Puleo drink beers while playing a
game of Scrabble at Guthrie's, 1300 W. Addison St.
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The foolish things
By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief
t's no secret that l have
an addtction. But for
those of you who don ' t
know, I can' t stop buying
records.
Every weekend it seems as if
I'm hitting the streets to feed
my cravi ng, scrounging hip
North Side neighborhoods for
the perfect piece of vi nyl. And
no matter how many LPs l
accumulate, l have to pl!rchase
more.
Sure, the 12-inch-by-12-inch
cardboard sleeves take up a
good amount of space in my
tiny studio, but l don't mind
sacrificing several feet of my
shelving units for these cultural
artifacts.
When I tell people of my collection- and my obsession with
music-nine times out of 10
they will ask me why I don't
own an iPod. Never, though, am
I able to articu late why I would
rather store away my beloved
music in my apartment than
have it readily available no matter my location. I try to tell people I love having the actual
package with the large artwork
and liner notes to admire, but
this argu:nem makes little sense
even to me.
As I rode the train home
today trying to convince myself
that my Marshall Crenshaw
albums were better off sitting Ol)
a shelf than stored digitally on a
portable device I could be listening to on the commute, I
came to a rather simple-and
somewhat shallow-<:onclusion:
I love things.
That 's right- things . Obj ects.
Nic-nacs. My place is stuffed
not only with records and CDs
but also books, movies, maga-

I

zines, old homework assignments, clothes and a plethora of
ancient mementos that I can't
seem to bring myself to throw
away.
Like most people, I have
attached meaning to these items.
To sell a record I rarely play or
to discard a crumpled magazine
that Ioasn 't been read since it
came in the mail two years ago
would be the equivalent of cutting out a small chunk of my
brain j ust because it contains a
bit of information I hardly ever
conjure.
I picture my future residence
like a particular scene in The
Great Gatsby: F. Scott Fitzgerald
describes a party in Gats by's
home, during which a guest is
amazed that all the books in the
title character's personal library
contain words rather than blank
pages. What is impressive to the
guest is that the books aren't simply for show; Gatsby has actually
read them.
I'd love to have this sort of
miniature library or museum
where I can immerse myself in
my own collection of culture.
I' m not out to impress people
with a vast collection of things,
because frank ly, things aren't
that impressive. They're comfort devices that prov ide a backdrop to my life.
For instance, if I'm in need of
a relaxing evening alone I can
plan it in my little enclave: Turn
on a movie like, say, Diner;
cook some food; and finish up
the night listening to something
soothing like Stan Getz's Focus
while I catch up on the New
Yorker magazines that are piling
up next to my bed.
If I'm feeling nostalgic, I can
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read through old journal entries
while I listen to a former
favorite album- maybe
Imperial Bedroom by Elvis
Costello.
Even as I write this l have
created an ideal setting. There's
a glass of wine in front of me,
"Arrested Development" is in
the DVD player and Bruce
Springsteen's Darkness on the
Edge of Town is sitting on my
turntable waiting for the TV
show to end.
OK, so it's a little sick and
twisted. I don't want to become
like Will , Hugh Grant 's character in About a Boy: a one-manguy who can't be invol ved in a
healthy relationship because
he's too caught up in his own
isolated world.
What I would rather establish
is a sanctuary, a place where,
for a few hours, the hectic city
outside is nonexistent and the
toughest decision to make is
which book to start reading
next.
This is why I can't throw
things away. By accumulating
things, I'm prepared fo r any situation--<linner guests who need
to be entertained, term papers
that need to be researched, etc.
Why cave in to a disposable
culture that can be downloaded
onto a miniature electronic
device and deleted on a whim?
Unless someone robs me, my
construction of culture is lasting. And just as easily as I can
indulge in my things, l can
escape them by just leaving the
apartment.
Now I guess I have an excuse
to go buy more records.
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Announcetnents
"Show Off" Portfolio Review
The Portfolio Center in the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. , will host professionals
on Feb. 22 to 24 to view students' portfolios and to
scout for talent. The events are free but are only open
to seniors and graduate students. For more info rmation, call the Portfolio Center at (312) 344-7280.

Tribute to Louis Armstrong
The Cerqua Rivera series will feature Bobbi Wilsyn,
Joe Cerqua, Donald Neale and Brienne Perry performing Armstrong's works. The performances are Feb. 2 I
to 22 at 12:30 p.m. in the Music Center, 1014 S.
Michigan Ave. The concerts are free but require reservations. For more information. call the Office of
African-American Cultural Affairs at (312)344-6300.

- jdanna@colum.edu

HIVTesting
Free HIV screening will be available to all students
and faculty. The tests will be held on Feb. 22 from 2
p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave. For more information. call Jason
Ferguson at (312)344-7813 .

How do you feel about your
financial situation at Columbia?

Mardi Gras Celebration

"Ciasus are so expensive, and sometimes
Student Financial Services get., messed up."

The Student Programming l.lnard will host the
Mardi Gras Masquerade Ball on Feb. 23 at 7 p.m. at
the Conaway Center in the II 04 Center. II 04 S.
Wabash Ave. The event will feature New Orleans cui·
sine and music. The ball is free to all Columbia stu·
dents with a current school I D. For more information,
call the O.ffice ofAji-icon-America11 Cultural A.Uairs at
(J 12)344- 7569.

"I don't really deal witlt it, but wit en I It ave
addre.•.• ed an i.uue, {Student Financial
Service.•{ ltas bee11 ki11d of.•lmv."

- Dana Pikowitz, junior, One arts
- .Janel Sa nsone, senior,

photo~:rnphy
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Newhook
on master
of the
viewmaster
Columbia instructor
writes book about life
as product designer
By Whitney Schlosser
Staff Writer
Few people would look a t
trash cans and children 's toys
as work s o f art. However.
adjunct facul ty member Chuck
Ha rrison has spent his life as an
artist c reating masterpieces o ut
of household items in the world
o f product design.

A Life's Design. Th e Life and
Work of Industrial Designer
Charles Harrison c hronicles
Michael Jarecki/ The Chronicle

Raymond Thomas, a recent Roosevelt graduate, lunges for the ball while Ahmad Lee, a sophomore illustration major at Columbia,
follows from behind. The intramural league is scheduled to start on Feb. 18 at the Herman Crown Center, 425 S. Wabash Ave.

Basketball bounces back to Columbia
Male participation on
the rise, females Jack
representation
By J;m Jaworski
Assistant Campus News Editor
Students often joke a bout
Columbia's athletic irrelevance,
but that stereotype is becon;ting
less valid as more teams hit the
floor.
Columbia, along with Roosevelt
Un(versity, launched the new season of ·intramural basketbali with
the first set of games on Jan. 19.
The Jeagu~. which is in its fourth
year, is about 90 percent Columbia
.!?articipants, according to Mark

Brti :·~ •ich , Columbia's well ness
coonE.1ator. He said there were
many factors that contributed to
Columbia 's dominance. Roosevelt
has an intramuml club strictly for
its own students, and he said
Columbia students are surprisingly
good a thletes.
"[Roosevelt stude nts) said
Columbia people that were playing basketball were too good, and
they couldn ' t compete with
them," Brticevich said.
The league has a lot o f parity,
he said, and that there isn't too
much of a ditference between any
two teams. With no clearly dominant team, he said, competiti ve

balance in the league is high.
Brticevich said he could unders tand why sports are starting to
catc h on at a n art school.
"Part of being a n artist is bein g
multi-dimensional," he said.
"Regard less of the profession,
athletic activity is part of being
healthy, Jiving long a nd having a
high quality of life. T he [s tudents) that a re good inside the
classroom and o utside the classroom and have a broader spectrum o f interests a re even better
employees to have."
The games w il l take place a t
Roose velt 's H erman C rown
Center, 425 S. Wabash Ave. Due

to a n agreement between the two
schools, student s a nd facu lty
with curre nt Columbia identification
have
access
to
Roosevelt's fitness center. Last
semes ter, Columbia s tude nts visited the fitn ess center more than
5 ,000 times, according to Mark
Kelly, vice president o f Student
A ffai rs. Staff and faculty registered about 650 visits.
The league is open to all students, facul ty and alumni. Teams
consist of 10 people, with fi ve on
the floor at a time. As of press time,
an exact number of participants

See Basketball, Page 8

Ozzie Jr.
scores at
local radio
station
8-y Amanda Maurer
Assistant Campus News Editor
Even when they hear his name
in class, m any students wouldn't have any idea w ho Ozzie
G uillen Jr. is.
" I don ' t think people even
know who I am- I like it," said
Ozzie Guillen Jr., son of Ozzie
Gu illen Sr. , manager of the 2005
World Series ci mmpion Chicago
White Sox.
Guillen, a junior s ports management major, trans ferred to
Co lumbia thi s s p r ing from
Eckerd College in St. Petersburg,
Fla., to ta ke advantage o f the
smaller classes and teaching
styles.
"So far it 's been very, very
good," Guillen sa id . " I love it. I
wouldn ' t c ha nge it for the
world ."
However, Co lumbia isn 't the
only recent change in G uillen's
life. Since Jan . I 5 he's been cohosting a s how on T he Score

Photo Courtesy Ouie Guillen Jr.

Ozzie Guillen Jr. (back, right) poses with his father, Ozzie senior, mother Ibi s, and brothers
Oney (back, left) and Ozney (back, center).
WSC R-AM 670 with sportscaster Hector Mo lina.
T h e program, "E I B eis bol
L a tino de Hoy AI Estile de
Chicago" (" Latino Baseba ll
Today, C hi cago Style") is done
entire ly in Spanish a nd airs li ve
every Sunday at 10 p .m.
Accordi ng to G uille n , the
s how covers a ll bases including

the his tory of baseball , C hicago

teams

and

c urrent

events.

Guests who have been on the
program include Joey Cora,
Freddy Garci a and Guillen 's
father.
Since most players are currently spending the off-season
away from C hicago, Guillen said
he and Molina p lan to have more

interviews wi th p layers once
they return.
Mo lina, who also works with
Td emundo, said he has enjoyed
working with Gui lle n.
"He's pretty a mazi ng,'" Molina
said. "He was born a nd ra ised in
baseball and [is) truly knowledgeable. He does a pretty good

See Ozzie, Page 8

Harrison's career as a product
designer. The book fo llows
Ha rrison's life, beginning in
Shreveport, La., through his
career in desig n , where he
became the first AfricanAmerican executive at Sears
Roebuck & Co ., making him
one of the only black executives in the corporate world at
the time.
Kevin Henry, coordinator of
the Art and Design Department 's
Product Design Program, calls
the book "a unique social history," while Harrison refers to it as
"a story of perseverance."
' The book gives a personal
glimpse into the life of a black
man rising to the top of the corporate world in segregated America.
Through anecdotes and produc t
descriptions, the book is a time
capsule o f America's industrial
developme nt.
Harrison was first approached
with the idea of writing his s tory
by former s;ude nt Joe ffrey
Tr;m mingham, whose Chicago
company, Ibis Design, published
the book.
··c huck ·s is a story that needs
to be tOld,"' Trim mingham said .
T he book was written over a
period of eight years after running into many problems.
tJ arrison said. He blamed a
three-year hold up on a conflict
with a previous write r that had 10
be resolved in court.
Trimmingharn said the book
was finall y completed in a collaborative effort. Harrison ·s
story is told through his own
words and with the help of a
wri ter and a ghost writer.
'"The book feels as good as
you can do with words.'" said
Harrison, w ho has been diagnosed as dyslexic. l-Ie explained
that he has always bee n more
visual than verbal, and words
have never bee n his chosen form
of communication.
Harrison said that many of the
stories in the book will be surprising, even to his own famil y.
Harrison's son, C harlie, admitted
he had no idea about the many
c halle nges his father faced being
o ne of the only minorities in the
execut ive world.
··1 j ust knew my dad went to
work,'" he said.
He added that he has only seen
parts of the work and is really

See Harrison, Page 10
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Events

Tuesday February 21

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theater

12:30 PM

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED 312-344-6300

Student Concert Series

7:00 PM

Wednesday February 22

Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative and technical
aspects of video production. Chi's professional
stiJdios are set in a fun, laid-back environment
that Inspires creative work.

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theater

12:30 PM

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED 312-344-6300

Thursday February 23

ProdUCf andedit camper videas
Train campers in caiJIIra operation,
editing, sound, storyboarding, lighting,
production and spedal tffrm

Jazz Gallery in the Lobby

12:30 PM

With Chicago Jazz Ensemble guest artist

Friday February 24

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theater
TICKETS $18-$22 CALL 773-84 7-0305

Saturday February 25

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theater
T ICKETS $18-$22 CALL

Apply on-line at www.campchi.com, email info@campchi.com
or call847.272.2301 to request an application.
Camp Chi isthe co-ed overnight camp of theJCCsof Chicago located
in the Wisconsin Dells. Camp runs from mid June- mid August.

Jewish Community Centers of Chicago

8:00 PM
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INT.E RPRETATION OE:PART
,C OLUMBIA COLLEGE C
PRESENTS

DAVE & BUSTER'S
1030 NORTH CLARK ST.
~RIDAY,

MARCH 10, 2006
6 :00-9:00 PM

•

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL, EMAIL OR STOP BY:

$10. 00 PER PERSON INCLUDES

312-344-7837
ASLEVENTS@COLUM.EDU

POWER CARD, TROLLEY & SNACKS

623

s.

WABASH, SUITE 219.

Columbia~
COLLEGE

TO PURCHASE YOUR TICKET
COME TO 623 S. WABASH, SUITE 219

CHICAGO

DEADLINE MARCH 6, 2006

-- ---------------

-- --- ------------
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A special

~ward

from. the Prez

Plan ahead now before
~ paying the pric~ later
Fin~cial

planning
pays off for students

By Amanda Maurer
Assi stant Campus News Editor

Kelly Bryan/The Chronicle
Vanessa Torres, a senior marketing communications major, receives the Student
Laureate Awa rd from Columbia president Warrick L. Carter. The award honors
Illinois residents for their commitment to democracy and humanity.

DanceAfrica:
Officials tightlipped on future
Continued from Front Page
is complete.
According to Mark Lloyd, assistant vice president of marketing
communicaiions, looking into programs like DanceAfrica is something the college should do on a ·
routine basis.
"This is pan of what any institution should do to evaluate what it's
doing and what it's done," Lloyd
said. "Just because one has always

done something does not mean w ith a mission to connect the
you should always do it, or you community, school and cultural
should not always do it. It just aspects of the city with various
means you need to look and art forrn s. Of the various proreflect.'"
grams
the
ce nter
runs,
Lloyd said he cannot com- DanceAfrica has gained the
ment
on
the
future of most attention over the years.
DanceAfrica until the study is
Part of the study is geared
complete. He said whatever toward providing input on
Beene and her assoc iates recom- whether or not the college
mend doing with the program should continue to finance the
. will have to be approved by program. Over the years
president Warrick L. Catter and DanceAfrica has been funded by
the college· provost"~ Steve · ~nts, sponsorship, ticket sales
Kapelke.
v
•"
as · :.'il£:eH.:: as money from
DanceAfrica C hicago has Colu"in6t.?itselt; .
been around since 199 1, but in
Lloyd said .~ study is sched1997 the Center for Community uled to be compfeted by the end of
Arts "Partnerships was · fi)rinC<d next.week.

.......... ;~

...----.....-~---~

. \

THE LAW OFFICE OF

CHRIS ·M. SHEPHERD
Legal Issues?
Drunk/Reckless Driving
Civil Rights
Drug Offenses
,·
Traffic Offenses
Burglary/Robbery
All Criminal Felonies and Mlsdemenors
License Reinstatem ent

Phone: 3 I 2. 726.281 I
Cell: 3 12.494.1969
Email: shepherdlaw@gmail.com
55 West Monroe Street, Suite 3330
Chicago, Illinois 60603

very' impressed with any of that. ..
Tim Bauhs, executive director of
Student Financial Services, suggc;sted_,tl)at students should keep
some aspects of financial aid in
mind throughout the year.
"When in doubt, meet with a
counselor," Bauhs said. " Don' t
talk about just o ne thing at a time,
but look at the whole year. Look at
your four-year program and where
you're going and where you are

After
graduating
from
Columbia, Rebecca Galleger faced
a life full of possibilities. However,
as is common with most college
grads, she also faces a large
amount of debt due to college
now."
loans. She now
According to
works at a Chicago "Sch olarship search es
Bauhs, students
insurance compashould be ongoing.
should start each
ny trying to make
Revisit them every
year by filing out
her monthly loan
week or two- don 't
the
Free
payments.
lose sight of th em."
Application for
Throughout her
Federal Student
college experience
- Tim Bauhs,
Aid application
Galleger encoundirector of Student
tered her own
and looking for
Financial Ser vices
scholarships.
share of fi nancial
" Scholarship
aid questions and
said she wishes that Columbia had searches should be ongoing," he
been more forthcoming with loan said. "Revisit them every week or
two--don 't lose sight of them."
information.
In order to apply for aid as
" I found that every time I talked
to people they dido 't sound ver)r
See Planning, Page 9
informed," Galleger said. "I wasn't
shpuld not lose any class opportunities from the transition.
x 'Gening us together will hopefully strengthen what we do," he
:--;_'!lilid.
· toss of opportunity is Lennan 's
biggest concern with the merger.
She said the collaboration that the
Continued from Front Page Science Institute has with distinguished universities and scientist
"It's been a little problem," will be lost, which will be damagFriedman said. " I don't think it's ing to the classes that used these
connections.
been a huge issue."
"Anyone that says it will not be
Gerald Adams, who has been
teaching in the Science and Math affected is in Never-Nevet Land
Department for 2 1 years, said that and does not understand what good
the merger will include identifying teaching is," Lerrnan said. "If you
courses in the Science Institute and have an o utstanding team that
the Science and Math Department spends all the time working with
that have curricula that are too sim- the rest of them, for sure there is a
ilar.
lot of good."
"By sitting down and evaluating
Jewell worries that without the
everything that we offer, every- close-knit and innovative environthing that we offer will become ment of the Science Institute, those
more coherent," Adams said. classes will lose their creativity and
" Hopefully, what we have will application to everyday life.
make more sense together."
" You can move the course over
After faculty in both departments and the content may remain the
evaluate the courses offered and same, but tl)e _p1ethods used to
djscuss what works and what needs teach ~etbol!s developed here,"
to be changed to improve theni, Jewell' said.
some classes will be combined.
She saiQ. there is a possibility that
Adams estimated that abOut two- the neVchairrrwho would replace
thirds of the Science Institute's <;:harles Cannon, the chair of the
courses will remain the same and ~nee and . Math Department,
Would want the 'Courses that were
no classes will be eliminated.
Classes with overlapping currie- · ·•developed in the Science Institute to
ula could become one course. The be taught differently. Cannon
number of sections offered f~r-- tbe announced his resignation last
unified class ')'Ould equal the hvm- week.
"I feel that our unique method of
ber offered for the two Qriginal
courses. The instructors who taught instmction will be ultimately lost in
the two courses would each teach the larger science and math insmtcthc new class.
tion at the cQIIege:· Kosteckn said.
Lcnnan claim~ there is no class ··1 am conccmcd thnt in time the sciduplication across the Science ence and math education here will
Institute ~nd the Science and Math become more truditionul and withDepartment. She said she proposed out being directed toward the needs
a joint curriculum committee six or our students at the college."
months ago to address the concern
The Science Institute uses nonof overlupping curricula, but it was tmditionnl methods of teaching.
not accepted by the administmtion. which arc hands on. Muterinls cov"There probably nrc u couple of ercd in classes nrc ulso creatively
courses thnt ure simi lur," said npplied to student's mnjors
Schuy Jewell, n fuculty member in throughout the course.
Kosteekt\ said thnt the tllculty itl
the Science lnstitutu for four years.
'There nrc ncross other dcpnrt- the Science Institute is collectively
mcnts [too]."
depressed nnd disnppointed 11bollt
Jewell suid thut there nrc nuu1y the curriculum merger.
Accordins tq Adums, the tncnspects of science lilUIIht ut
Columbin, but tho clusscs hftve ulty in the cicm:c nnd Mnth
slightly ditlc nmt tbcuseH nod nrc Depart ment nrc very happ
tnught dillcrcntly.
11bo ut there being one uni11~1
According to Allums, students llurriculum.

Curriculum:

I .
SCience nstltute ..
sees loss of
opportunity
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Guest poet enlightens
Columbia students
ing of the metaphor." Brown
said.
This process also has a theme
that n;,s through all of h1s poetry.
"I hope that I'm saying thmgs
in the poem that are important
By Seth Stauffer
Staff Writer
and recognizable to everyone,"
he said. " I' m trying to write
Lyric poet Kurt Brown was the something everyone can relate
second speaker for a series of to.''
readings and talks on poetry.
He demonstrated this idea to
" The Kurt
Brown Poetry the audience by reading his last
Reading" took place on Feb. 14 poem about global warming.
in the Concert Hall in the Music
"The helpless feeling I feel
Center, 101 4 S. Michigan Ave. [about global warming] I tried to
The
series,
capture and pass on
organized · by
to people," he said.
"I
hope
that
I'm
the
English
Brown said g lobsaying things in the al warming is such
Departm ent,
stressed diversi- poem that are important a huge and immedity according to
and recognizable to
ate problem that
Tony Trigilio ,
nobody
knows
everyone."
director of the
what to do or how
undergraduate
to respond.
- Kurt Brown,
poetry program.
poet
Earlier that after"I like him
noon, Brown took
because he's really smart and some time to visit a poetics class to
passionate, and- did I say discuss the idea of " negative capafunny ? He's a funny poet ," bility" with students.
Trigi lio said.
Eric Gandara, a poetry major,
Accord ing to Trigilio, Brown described this concept as "sort of
fits into this semester 's lineup being indifferent to yourself and
because of his style.
letting the world come to you."
" He takes the traditional lyric
Gandara was not able to
poem and, because of his intelli- attend the first talk of the semesgence and his sense o f humor, ter with poet Joan Larkin, but
makes
it
[nontraditional,)" made it to four of the last five
Trigilio said.
events in the series. He said he
Brown expl ained that once his is looking forward to seeing
imagination gets hold of an idea, Terrance
Hayes,
Arielle
he is able to see what he wants to Greenberg and Harryette Mullen
do with it.
s pea k later this semester.
"You 're looking for that disBrown read poems on a wide
covery in the poem, that grasp- range of topics. Before reading

Kurt Brown poetry
reading stresses
diversity, creativity

have been around the game all
my life."
Although Gui llen enjoys his
time at The Score, he said he's
not planning on changing his
major anyt ime soon. He said he
would onl y consider work ing in
radio on the side.
Guillen's fathe r inspired him
to become involved in the busiContinued from Page 3
ness side of baseball. He hopes
that b y majoring in sports .manjob for a younger guy who 's 21
agement, he ' ll be able to work at
years old."
Mitch Rosen, c reator of the least one o f his two dream jobs:
show and The Score 's program as a sports agent, or as a team's
di rector, thi nks that having the general manager.
" I ' ve
seen
program
in
Spanish is a
"/bring something to what it takes
g reat way to the table that most people a nd how much
reach ou1 to the
don 't have. f have
fun people have
His panic com- knowledge from within working o n an
munity. And so
the clubhouse·/ have organ iza ti o n ,
fa r, he said, it 's
been around t h e' game a/I 1bu1ldmg1 ha team..
been a hit.
;~ "
og e
cr ,
my /t,e.
G uillen said.
" So
many
potential
li e spent the
- Ozzic Guillen Jr.,
last tw o sumHispanic listeners
radio host a nd Columbia
mers
work tng
are out there that
student
w1t h the Whi te
are looking for a
Sox as a !cam
s tation or an outlet to talk sports, and we tho11ght tran,lal<>r. Although he 's s pent a
that [would be J a great way to lot of time around his !'a ther's
cater to that audience," Rosen team, he sai d he isn't biased
when it comes to working with
said.
Although Guillen is just basehall teams.
Howeve r. ( iu i lien 's passion
breaking mto the rad 1o broadca!lting indu~try, h" s hort time for hasehall extends past the
workmg at 1h1: <.. ta twn has not busmcss side . li e's played ball
only ta ught h1rn to know what his enti re life and hopes to conhe'• talki ng a fwut, but also to tinue hy joining the Columbia
he himtel f. 1\ nd a~ the ton of Ren~g: des.
Rosen tl11nkH there is the pos·
the White Sox '• manaaer, he
feel~ that he ha• had glimp1es
s ibility th <~t Glll lle n could host
mto the v/IH ld of ba•eball that o the r rad io programs ut the
olhen never •ee,
Score in the fut ure.
"f brlnJ sO!MibiiiJ co ttw tab&.
"He aud I ore aood friends,
thtt IMtl people don't have/' and I a lways look for ways to l!CI
f hlillcn flfd, '1 111-Vf' ki!CtWitdge
htm involved 11 the ~tetlon ,"
fr11m within the c luhhou~tl . I Rn~en sa ul

Kelly Bryan/The Chronicle

Poet Kurt Brown reads from his book "Return of the Prodigals" to a group of Columbia students
at the Concert Hall in the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
them, he introduced each with a
brief exp lanation of how it came
into being and why he wrote it.
Topics ranged from a piece
about a 1949 Mercury to a
retirement home for slang to his
own guilt.
Erik Harris, a film major, said
he liked the Brown's poem about
the retirement home for slang.
Even though he is not studying

Ozzie:

Basketball:

Sox manager's
son begins own
radio show

Intramurals a hit
with students

poetry, he enjoys it .
" They were g oo d poem s,"
Harris said. "You want to see
how he works it out and how h e
develops it."
Poetry maj o r Donna Pecore
was in the class Brown had spoken to earlier and enjoyed his
readi ng.
" It wasn ' t what I expected,"
Pecore said. " He talked about

traditional writing in the classroom, but he was more fun than I
thought he would be."

The next event will be on Feb.
27 at 5:30 p.m. in the Music
Center. 1014 S. Michigan Ave. It
will be a panel discussion with
writers Arielle Greenberg.
Joyelle
McSweeney.
Lara
and
Johannes
Glenum
Gorranson.

Continued ji-om Page 3
was not available, but organizers
expect about five or six teams this
season. The league openly welcomes women, but their participation is still low.
Chelsey Klasnich, a sophomore
broadcast journalism major, was
the only female in the league during the fall semester. She said that
it was discoumging being alone
among all of the m~n and that
Columbia should do more to
encourage women to part i, ipate .
" If' you 're going to name it a coed league, you s hould have nwrl'
than one femal e," she said.
Klasnich suggested tha t the
school coul d poss ibly sta rt a
women's only league or require
each team to have at least one
female on the floor at all times. She
said women could be intimidated
to join the league lx:cause of its
aggressive nature.

"These guys arc serious, hut they
have to understand this is an arts
school." she said. " It should be
about having fun."
Brticcvich suid that he would
like to huve more women involved
in the baskctbnlllcngue, but there is
no cusy solution.
"We're not big enough nt thi~
point where we coultl have u
women's lcullue und u II H'II's
league.'' he suid. "Hopefu lly !hal's
where we will be duwn the mad,
where , we cun 11et up individual
le8{1t!CN. flut it Nhoufdn't hiiVC to be
IICCC~MII ry In UO that."

Ahmad Lee, a sophomore illustration major. pulls up for a shot
over J .R. Taylor, a senior art and design major. while playing a
pick-up basketball game on Feb. 16.
Since the league has been popular for some time, it has the
potential to crente· a stronger
sports culture at the school.
"It's another outlet that shows
people at Columbia are interested in
sports," said Howi\J'd Sohlossbelv, a
journalism instructor who teaches
classes on sports reponina. He is
also the supervisor for the Columbin
btuteball teiUTl, the Rcne1111'*·
Schlossbcra said thut intrnmuml
proarums are aood ways tu aet people oraanized and could potcntinlly
lead to another Columbia team.
The only cumllt ~~'~'"" club i~
C'olumbln 's btiseball temn.

"[lntnunurals) an: a good wny Ill
gauge interest to start a club hasketball team," Schlosshel'l! said.
Brticevich said that m~re intmmW111 programs could be ~'0111i ng
in the future. Columbia once hud
an intramunal volleyball league.
which 'could be restarted bo:cuuse
the fitness l'ent<'r rcl~<· ntly fl\11'<'hnscd new <'4u1pmont for the
Sf\\111. SOt.-ccr is ntso a t~<•ssi!'lility.
"We US<-tl to hnvc n Ia!):<' !!""II'
of Columbiu pc<•plc who "'''11ld
shuw up lln Fmluys nnd Sunduys '''
piny illdOOt sol.ll·er.'' Urticcvkh
1111ld. " We wouhl hke tu ~~ il' we
<'1111 Slllll tl l<liii!IIC."
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Planning:
Experts say students need to
stay on top of
college finances
Continued from Page 6

Campus News
ers. Some of its popular loans
include the Federal Stafford
Loan, the Student Signature
Loan, and the Federal PLUS
Loan.
Mandi Turner, a counselor fo r
Sall ie Mae, said before students
take out loans they should check
the loan 's interest rate, which is
an additional percentage that
must be paid off. They should
also find out when they will have
to start repaying the loans.
" Most students don 't have
jobs while they're in school, so
different companies offer differ-

responsibility doesn' t end after
applying fo r loans. According to
Natali, even though there are
controls that catch any mistakes
in a student's account, students
must keep an eye on their fin ancial statements. This can be done
through OASIS.
" It 's easy for students to be so
overwhelmed with their homework [and) their work life, [but
they) really shouldn 't assume
that things are goi ng we ll ,"

q uickly as possible, Pearl Natali ,
the manager of ihe Counseling
Team for Student Financial
Services, said that families can ent repayment terms," Turner
fill o ut the appl icat10n with older sai d.
inco me information and later
Stafford and Signature loans
update it when they have final- allow 3 six month grace period
ized their taxes.
after the student's graduation
Even if the fina01cial aid infor- before he or she must begin to
mation isn't sent in at !he begi n- repay the loan.
ning of the
The length of
year,
Natali
"It's easy for students to time it takes to
said parents
repay a loan
be so overwhelmed with
can
usually
depends
on
homework {and] their
apply
until
how
much
June, alt hough work life, {but they] really money
was
shouldn 't assume things originally borthey
shou ld
are going well. "
try to apply as
rowed, Natali
soon as possis a i d
- Pearl Natali,
ble.
Repa y ment
manager of the Co unseling
But
even
terms run from
Team for Student Financial
after financial
fewer than I 0
Services
aid and scholyears to around
arships, some
20.
students may
Some
stuhave trouble making ends meet. dents will also need a co-signer
If they cannot afford to pay for for private loans if they are
college out-of-pocket, many turn younger and don 't have the credto borrowing money in the form it needed. A co-signer must have
of loans.
a good credit hi story to back a
Sallie Mae, the nation's largest loan, and if the student fai ls to
private educ atio n lender, owns pay, the responsibility falls to
or manages loans from more the co-signer.
than 7 million student borrowHowever, a student 's financial

Natali said.
Students should also update
their address information if it
changes, she said. An out of date
or incorrect address can prevent
students from receiving important documents as well as refund
checks.
"It 's so hard, everyone wants
to know about [student financial
services). but when it rea lly
comes down to it, it's not a fun
subject," Natali said.

Once they graduate , students
can consol idate . This process
combines loans to a llow fo r
lower monthly payments during
an extended repayment term .
Accordi ng to Ba uhs, students
should look into their situation
and see where they stand.
"Project it out, and make sure
you understand the whole goal
[to) get through Columbia, get a
degree and enter the workforce,"
he said.

Vader invades Columbia

Erin Mash/The Chronicle

Senior vice president and market manager of Emmis Communications Barry Mayo (left)
quoted Shakespeare during Columbia's Conversations in the Arts series featu ring James
Earl Jones (right), the voice of Star Wars' Darth Vader, on Feb. 16

The Liberal Education Department

Study Abroad Summer Semester 2006 at
The Kukulcan Educational Spanish Communit;;

Cuernavaca, Mex1co

4 Week Session, July1-31
Earn 4 credit hours in either
Elementary Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
Advanced Spanish or
Mexican Arts and Culture (taught in English)

All tuition, books and language courses taught by nat ive speakers

For further information contact:

Cultural workshops: dancing, cooking, bark painting, music, traditional medicine

RoseAnna Mueller

Weekend excursions to Mexico Oty, Taxco, Teotihuacan, Tepotzlan and Xochicalco
$1975.00 includes

Weekday excursions to Cortes' Palace, the Robert Brady Museum, Borda Garden
and the Ethno-Botanic Museum

rmueller@colum.edu, (312) 344·7532
Oscar Valdez
ovaldez@colum.edu, (3 12) 344·7690

Home stays with three meals dally and transportation to school
Transfers between Mexico City Airport and Cuernavaca

Informational Meeting
Tuesday, February 21 Room 1303 at 12pm

Roundtrip ($436) airfare is not included

Monday, March 6 Room 1304 at lpm

A $900.00 deposit is required by May 5, 2006

Wednesday, April 12 Room 1303 at 12pm

$1,075 Is due by June 16, 2006
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Harrison:
Book details
instructor's rise
in design field
Continued from Page 3
looking forward to learning
more about what his father had
accomplished with the final
product.
" It took a long time to pull the
story out of him," Trimmingham
said.
Henry said ihe book opened
his eyes to the great adversity
Harrison faced.
"The beauty of Chuck is that
he could bitch and moan about
what has happened to him, but
he never did," Henry said.
"Chuck is probably one of the
greatest gentlemen I have ever
known ."
The book begins with
Harrison growing up in the
South. Harrison's father was a
professor at Prairie View
College in Texas, which was
considered the segregated version of Texas A&M.
"It was separate all right, but
there was nothing good about
it," Harrison said of his days on
the campus.
Segregation during his childhood is a theme throughout the
book. Most of his chi ldhood
was spent in Texas and Arizona
where he attended the only black
high school in the state.
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He wrote about rarely seeing
white people while living on the
mostly black campus at Prairie
View. The book mentions the segrega.tk'n laws not with anger but
with bewilderment. He writes
that the laws were "idiotic."
In one anecdote, he described
how different minorities had
different days to go to the circus. He pokes fun at the idea
that while he was only allowed
to go to the circus one day,
whites, including German prisoners of war, were allowed to
go any day.
The book continues with his
experience at the City College of
San Francisco.
"It was the start of the rest of
my life," Harrison said.
It was the first time Harrison
was the only black student in
classroom, preparing h im for

" The beauty of Chuck
is that he could bitch
an d moan about what
has h appened to h im,
· but he ne ver did. "
-Kevin Henry,
Product Design
Progr am coordinator
other experiences like when he
was the only black graduate
student, employee in hi s
department at Sears and even
in the military unit where he
worked as a map maker in the
Korean war.
In the chapter "Start ing My
Design
Career,"
Harrison
devct~s a special section to his

friend and mentor, architect
Henry P. Glass. In the book,
Harrison shares stories of being
turned down for jobs all over
the country until he was hired
by Glass, who had been his professor in graduate school at the
Art Institute of Chicago.
Harrison said that he and
Glass, who was imprisoned in a
concentration camp during the
Holocaust, shared a "special
bond."
"We both understood what it was
Iike to be on the
side,"
bottom
Harrison said.
He said that
although they never
talked about their

is expecting backlash from the
company.
"I'll take whatever they throw
at me," he said.
The book also features many
pictures and explanations of a
few of Harrison's thousands of
designs. It refers to "his most
visible design" as his work on
the viewmaster, an immensely
popular toy that many consider
to be an icon of the time.

He also describes creating
other products, ranging from
chairs to TV sets to leaf blowers.
This includes his design of the
plastic garbage can, of which he
said he is very proud.
Harrison said he is glad the
book is finally finished, and he
looks forward to returning to
teaching at Columbia where his
goal is to "live out my life and
help others as much as I can."

see
in
other's eyes."
Ellie Glass, of
Northbrook, Ill.,
said her late husband would be very
happy to know he
is mentioned in the
book.
man," she said.
Harrison went on
to become head of
product design at
Sears, where he
worked for the next
33 years.
At times in the
book, Harrison is
critical of Sears and
how it has handled
the company since
he left. He said he

GO FROM
HIGH SCHOOL
TO FLIGHT SCHOOL
* * * *
*
With just a high school diploma, you can apply
to the Warrant Officer Flight Training program
and learn to fly Apache, Black Hawk or Kiowa
Warrior helicopters in the U.S. Army.
>> If you're 19-28 years old, call Sgt. 1st
Class Kelly Brown at 877-333-6144 to find
out how you qualify to fly as AN ARMY OF
ONE.
>> Or talk to a Recruiter at the
Pulaski recruiting station
5160 S. Pulaski in
Unit 114.
Monday - Friday,

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Open Sat. by appointment only
IOIU"J.COrft 01001 ''141 f• ~ ttNi UI N"'f All rllhh ltlff\'td,

Mlehael JareckliThe Chronide

Charles A . Harrison, a Columbia adjunct faculty member, who co-wrote: A
Life's Design, peses for a portrait at his apartment in Evanston, Ill. Harrison
was an industrial designer from 1956-1993. He is known for his work on the
team that updated the view master.

~@~~@~0~ ~
Mass at Old St. Mary

1500 S. Michigan Ave.

8:30 & llam

Mass at UCC Dorm

9pm

II
[liJf;Jjn•·'J
AN ARMY Of ON£
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Wabash

BACK TO SCHOOL

SALE
@

8 oz. Canned Air with nozzle ...... $6.00
2 1/2 oz. Canned Air with nozzle $2.75

IIford Fiber
Enlarging Paper
Bx10, 25 sheets
Double Weight
Glossy or Matt
8X

Itoya Portfolios:
• 4x6 ...................... $3.00
• 5x7 ...................... $3.00
• Sxl0 .................... $4.95
• 8.5x 11 ................. $4.95
KodakTri-X
135-36 Black
& White Film

$5.50

Student/Educator Programs
Save 20% off our regular discount
prices on any lowepro Camera Bag
In Stock (Excluding close.outs).

We Also Participate In Programs
from Bogen, Mamiya, and
Hasselblad - Ask for Details

B~seler

Bmder

$9 • 00

25 sheets, 35mm

$4 0 0

Negative
Pages:
•
7 Rows, 5 Across

Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received
by 5p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25
per word with a$5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in full prior
to publication. All ads will be published
in the order of purchasing date
Onlia.
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.

no r ec y c ling

required

now de,ign. co,ler navigation. a nd more

interoctiv~

Plastic Developing Tank with
2- 35mm Reels ....................... $13.95

Now:

$3.49 ea.

Columbia
Chronicle

columbiachronicle .com

Stainless Steel Developing:

• 2 Reel Tank .......................... $11.95
• Regular 35mm Reels ...... $5.00 ea.
• Hewes 35mm Reels .... ... $17.95 ea.

C.C.C. Kit
•1 - 2 Reel Tank
• 2 - Hewes Reels
• 1 - Package of 25
sheets Negative
Pages- 35mm

wow
Price:

$4995

Central Camera Company Stocks
MANY NEW & USED 35mm Manual SLR
Cameras. Largest Inventory - Nearest
Your School & LOW Prices!

Students, Here what you need to make
extra money. Visit me @
www.website.ws/lanena Password:
lanena

* * #1 Spring Break Website! low prices
guaranteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free! Group
Discounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or www.leisuretours.com or
800-838-8202.

Hiring Fun energetic Team members,
Drivers and Supervisors, at Jimmy Johns.
Send resume to jobs@joemoe.net or
apply in person at 339 East Grand avet
ask for Nick

Compassionate Woman Needed Do you
want to help a wonderful couple achieve
their dream of having a family? We are
looking for caring, compassionate, anonymous Chicago egg donors who want to
help give the gift of life. Donors must be
20-29, non-smoker, and healthy. You will
receive $5000 each time you donate.
Please email us for an application (please
give us reference #32) and go to our web
site for more information at www.buildingfamilieseggdonation.com
SPRING BREAK! FREE INFO NOW! at
www.seeyathere.com
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HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX, 623 s WABASH
AVHIU(. ~OURS: 9 A'A

7 PM MONOAY • THURSOAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON fRIDAY

ALBERT P. WEISMAN MEMORIAL EXHIBITION
January 23-February 24. 2006
The Albe1 t P. We1sman Memo1ial Scholarship Fund was
established in 1974 to encourage both undergraduate and
graduate Columbia College Ch1cago students to complete
projects in all f1elds of communication . Racial profiling, gender.
illicit love affairs in spaceships, and family history are just
some of the themes explored In th1s year's exhibition. The
exhibit features work in nearl!', dozen disciplines mcluding
photography, book and paper a~ts. comics. poetry. sculpture.
f ilm. and v1deo documentation of performance art.

C33 GALLERY,
HOURS ll AM

33 E Congrou 4'cnue.
7 PM ¥0NOAY THUR504Y AND ll A¥

5 Pill ON FRIOAY

NSPIRING VISION: ARTISTS WHO TEACH
February 6-March 3 . 2006
Inspiring V1s1on: Art1sts Who Teach exh lb1ts t he collective work
of the graduate students 1n the Educational Studies Department
of <Allumb1a College Ch1cago. The eJth1b1tors. who are earning
therr masters· degrees 1n art educatron and elementary
education. present works rn photography. drawrng. pelnUng ano
m •xed med1a. The teacher candidates and dedrcated art1sts
demonstrale that tnerr pass•on and devot1on to he arts will
enable them to be th e catalysts for therr students' art1stlc
pursu1ts. The innovat•ve and v1brant work rn 1nsp1rlng VIsion·
Artists Who Teach Illustrates that the arts are a vttal part of any
student's educatJon.

Go~i~

SoorJ

110 4 !> W'8A5ot ·~t >< U(
;f' •M ~ ~ 1.1(<;1)4Y Wl 0 1o l'>I)H "" 0 '~0(;.\Y A'I O 10 AM I PM 0'1
"""'•;lAy 4"0 lotU~C.M

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY,

"O~"S

PEACE IT TOGETHER
MIDDLE EAST PEACE QUILT EXHIBITION
March 2 Aprrl 1. 2006
The M•ddle East Peace Quilt Exhlb1hon Is the centerpiece
of Peace 11 Together. a month long celebration presen ted by
Genesis at the Crossroad& and Columb1a College Chicago S1ma
Elizabeth Setlrm. a visionary vlaual art 1st fr om Vanc ouver.
British Col:.~mbla . conc elveo the Middle EJst P •ac e Quilt
Seffnn s two year project pieces together 30 panel'! cr •rltNl by
art1s !l of l &raell . Paleo;t •n•an. Europel!n, and North Amort con
dt.:!>cent All 30 of t he pun l!l'> w111 be on display 1n the GIUSli
Curta1n Gallery
Tile Peace it Together cele bration will prnent a number of a rts
programs. l!llhlbltlons. performances and lcc turrs durlnR the
flftlt two weekends of March. Peace tt Togctll<,r 1-; o coi(Jbratlo n
l?cused on the power of art t o bridge dtvcr !lc cultures uno
P•:ople'l

VISIT: Hn'P://CSPACES.COLUM.EDU FOR A LISTING OF ALL UPCOMING (C)SPACE PROGRAMS

c

C33
(; (\ I I I H y

HOKIN
c ENTER

SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

gently noticed one of
those " Don' t be Jac k"
ad~ on the CTA.
"Who the f'c k is
Jack'!" Beavis said .
"Don't se ll dough? I
don't get it."
Bullhead's response:
"That b1tch that just got
ofT the train so wanted
m e. The broad will be
mine!"
Then, Bullhead
went into a rant about
how he supposedly
has about I 0 kids with
various women (he
has two with Ruth .
one with Anne. some w1th another
c hick in Indiana and ot hers he doesn't acknowledge but knows are h1s).
Those poor women: those poor children.
If I knew I would be stepping
o nto the train to w nness such a horrifying spectacle of modern idiocy.
I would have run bac k home and
crawled into bed . I didn't know
morons of that caliber sti ll ex is ted.
Call me o pt imistic, but I wou ld li ke
to think that m th is day and age,
education has made it a point to
teach people to have moderately
intelligent conversation~ in public,
or if they're gomg to be s tupid to at
leas t use their s1x-inch voices.
I'm actually surprised the guys
couid make it onto the train. With

I'm surrounded
by idiots
Today I officially encountered the
wor!d's b1ggest idi ots. I say this with
the utmost sadn.:ss and ho nesty: they
were Beavis and Bullhead incarnate.
There was Bullhead. the more
aggress1v.: and "wiser" of the two.
and Beav''· who cack led at every
1diotic sentence his buddy said while
slouchmg mto his O\'er;,ized jacket
and ugly stocking cap too big for his
teeny tmy brain .
The two sat s1de by side. d1scussing
the beginning of Tw1sta 's career, the
magic of Insane Clown Posse and
som~ ndiculous fighting scene in a
wovie while makmg weak karate
chop, ir, !11<: air. Beavts' na..ally voice
"•_;tlllj rneek!y ask rid1culous quest1ons
1·'.e. "How did Twista get so good''"
-;-t,;.., <tehghtful conversation really
. iu.
iugh f'Ollll wren they SO dih-

:ts

do so. It's pan of
becoming an adult. and
ultimately a pan of
what freedom is all
about. But when does
independence become
an inability to ask a nyone for help'' When
dea ling With things on
your own becomes too
much to handle. does
havmg a shou lder to
cry on mean your
str<-ngth " faltenng'1
Or IS lcllmg go of ego
somcthmg that everyone need• -amct1mes.
JUSt to stay s.1ne?
My o ld fnend
Stephame was a hardcore femmi st.
Whenever I or m y othe r fnends had
boyfnend,,, we were accused of
"throwmg away" our Independe nce
and "conform mg to a m•sogymst1 c
soclc:ty" Whtle bemg ~m gl e 1s not a
femmis t •deal m my txxtk, we son of
took her with a gnun of salt and let her
accusa11ons roll ofT our back~ We
knew we weren't weaker people
becau.OJC: we were 111 11 relntl()nshtp
A• tune went hy. Stephnn1e 11111
rTl(Jfe extreme until she met H1ll It
started mnoccntly enouuh She sh1pped
shoutmg npleltvc• ut us when we
•JXllcc of a hnyfnend 111 lunch. but CJvcr
tune. •he <h•appenrcd When 0111
W(ollldn'l an•wer Ius phnnc: (due,,,
~r111y lhmg• Jok e work or •lccp) • he
WCJuld fHonllllllly u!IJ u• IIIII of ih
blue
" I nc d lo talk It• hun," she would

You can not be
independent
alone
In hfe, thmgs happen unexpectedly. For me, : hese things seem to be
more nd1culou~ and out of bounds
than 1aual, but after awh1le I lean
to handle t tluat•or· •h~t anse.
Wh1le I may be M:uller brained,
•!•ghtly dr~mat1c and a tad d•sorg;IO!Z.Crl, I ltke to th•nk that my ab!I''Y to handlr. the '.hlf hfe throws my
way ts my •tronge•l point my
ab1!!ty to rcmam fa•rly calm and get
through rhmgs on my own .
lrodepencknce " a funny thong As
A mcnun• we' ~c bten taught sonce
3rd g,a•!e lmtory class that mdepcrldcoce " whzt hfe lo<1e and the por.Ull
c,f h3ppfnes• ar'! all obour A• a worn
~" t ~e ,. r!Othi.og M<>Te ~ mpower
•ng dr.d ~u•fyong tl.~n kn11wmg y1111
Cltn and Will P*}' your (Jwn boll•.
"Mkl: yrltlr own thmce• and not have
111 A•~ ft1f perm!'•orm from anynne to

those fast automatic: doors, big wheels
that go really fast and that third, elec-

t\
Jac ass

trocuting rail, it's truly a miracle that
they are st ill a live. Or maybe it's just a ~
big joke, a Irick on the human race 10
allow such deranged knuckleheads
showcase the1r lack of wonh to the
world. It 's harsh, I know, but it has to
be said. I may not be the smanest person, and I cen ainly say stupid things,
but I am so relieved about the fact that
I have never a nd will never be having
a conversation about IC P, all my
babies' daddies orTwista's impact on
the world.
Maybe it 's possible. though , that
people like those guys exist in order
to push others even closer to success.
After gelling ofT I he trai n- they
unfonunately stayed on for the duration of my ride to school- 1 felt so
much bener about myself. I was
annoyed, but realized that maybe
that's all it takes to really make
someone want to s uccee d- witness
the effects of too many days in front
of a blaring TV. complete apathy and
a n a do ration for a band named after
som e freaky face-pai nted c reature.
I hope to never see those guys again
in my entire life. If I do, I might explode. But I do hope that when times are
rough, and all I want to do is hsten to
shiny music and contemplate CTA
ads, I will remember Beavis and
Butthead, the epitome of my worst
nightmare, and snap back into a reality
of success and intelligence.
say, sobbing. "Why i> he ignoring
me?"
When we tnquired about what
was w rong s he had no d esire to
dtvu lge the infom1ation- her emotional iss ues became one person 's
responsibility: Bill 's.
Stories like these terrify me more
than zombie movies, and let me tell
you. I am no! a fan of zombie movies.
While Stephanie's life hangs on
Roll's dec1ston whether to answer his
phone. my usual reaction to being
onercd any help from a hoyfriend is
"Urn. no thanks."
When somctlu ng goes wrong With
me, m y first instinct is 10 deal with
it on my own . We've all had that
o ne pe rson- someone who became
so dependent on us that we feared
dumping them w ould send them
over the edge.
13ul pull ing away from someone for
thc.•e reasons isn't the best idea eithe r.
" My girl friend won 'tlctmc buy her
d mncr or help her w1th nnything." a
fnend recently told me. "I feel hke s he
doesn't want rnc m her hfc "
I suddenly rcnlttcd that bcmg too
111depcndcnt muy not be s ud1 n goml
&lung .
Whllc I'm used lo my rdnllllllshir<'
tx:u1g full o f c~trcmcs. thl$ mny tx: 1111
•~sue I con find u n11tldle ground 011.
llc.'ldes, huvmg u ~huuldcr to cry 0 11
once on uwhllc i'll't su bAd l~<pccmlly
when 1! '8 u bcnullflll. brund. tnttot~<.'\1
•huultlcr
lt ecttu~c 111 hie. nw ll!ltluug~ IHIJ1·
pen )lui (tUr o c ) UIHll iSIII)l~ lllllkC 11
W(>lth nll thc ttnuh lc.

Love us or hate us ...

W ' d lovt~lo hoof from you How to C()(liCtCt Tho Word

Hunter Cklull • hcloutt@chronlcl•mall.com • (312) 344· 8970
Many lreyM • tbreyrMIOchronlcl•mall.com • (312) 344· 8971
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So, 11 that movie
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That CD worth
buvtng? Count
the heorta In
each review and
UMthll handy
Chaft to ftnd out,

While Vice President Dick Cheney's Secret
Service agents are conc:emed about people shooting
him, the co1mtry's second in conunand took the
wind out of their sails by shooting an old man_
Lilce a cheap money shot, Cheney fll"Cd a shotgun full of pellets into a 78-year-old guy's face and
chest during a good ol' fashioned qusii!UI._, The ..,
unfortunatt play date toolc. place Feb. II, but \WSn 't disclosed until the next day.
Harry Whittington, who is a lawyer from Thxas,
later experienced a minor heart attack on Feb. 14
due to a pellet nestled in his heart. Really, there's
no better way to spend Valentine's Day than having
a minor heart attack because an elected official
fired a shotgun into your face and chest.
The pellets that were fired into Whittington·s
body are expected to stay with him for the rest of
his life, which is a better gift than anyone ever gets
on a tint date.
Perhaps Cheney had a lot on his mind tbat d3y.
But it's not lilce the Republican Party his any scandals to worry about. Or any wan or foreign tlm:ets
to national security. After all, the government W8S
able to stop a terroriSt attack in Los Angeles. which
invol~ed catupulting lawnmowers at dog parks. Ob
wait, that one hasn't been disclosed yet. Whoops!
Although when was tho last time a vico president
shot som110ne? Probably back in tho foppish 1700s
when cvety dispute WIIS i!tttled with a duel. But
that WIIS bllck ~fore IUJI haters ruined evuythin&
with ~taulations.
ptllking of which, Cheney di<ln't have the proper license to hunt quail but ~ms to ha~e had tilt
ri&ht lbnns to shoot an old man ill the &ee. Aller
all, he is tho vice prcsldellt. AlthoUih ~ey's

huntinl&lclledule is nuw probtlbty auina II) be witk
open, It's a shlllllll h wtlsn't ou t huntina with

Itlllary Clinton that lntetul

- H. C'ltrtiSS

\!>0000
\!>\!)000

nuodtly anomoon.
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Tiffany
Breyne

Hunter

~~~-~~~~ Clauss

~ lJ'~·
V-IC.-'2-----Fanny packs: They're hidden on
the shelves of Target's Dollar Stop
section, but they come in three colors and have proven to be great
conversation pieces. It's been a
while since th~ fanny phenomenon
in the '90s, so let's do our part to
bring them back.

Insanely boring textbooks: I
almost fell into a coma this weekend. It wasn't from anything exciting like a car accident or an alcohol
binge; it was just a ridiculously
straight-outta-hell boring book for
one of my classes. I literally read
myself to sleep.

Sharpies: Sharpie:; are pretty much
awesome. From all the colors to
the clickable ones, key chains to
highlighters, they got their game
covered.

CompUSA: After holding my computer hostage for over a month,
those [expletive deleted] finally
fixed my computer. I pray for their
sake that nothing else ever goes
wrong with it, because they don't
know the wrath of computer-less
Tiffany. They have no idea.

Eye patches: I have seen two people wearing eye patches this week,
and both times I about lost my
breath after being caught off guard.
More power to them, though, I just
hope I don't start seeing people
wearing those dog cone things
around their necks.
Bike messen gers: I stopped getting
excited af:er only ugly bike messcngtrs were coming into the office
to drop off packages. The thing is,
out on the strtets most o f the bikers
I see are pretty damn cute. Maybe
we shou!d switch delivery companies, or I suppose I could apply.
Rice C rispy Treats at Columbia:
I' m still thinking about the size of
the rice crispy treats for $ 1.43 at
Columbia's Plum Cafes. H UGE!
It's the jawbreaker of the cereal
-.vorld.

'80s dance parties: Dancing to The
Cure, Michael Jackson and Bon Jovi
all night long is like heaven on
earth. It made sideways ponytails,
cheesy sweatshirts and leg wanners
feel oh-so right.
Dane C ook: "Slip 'n' slide would
have been fun if dad checked for
rocks before laying it down. Slip 'n'
bleed from the aaaanus they
should' ve called this ride. I was like,
'Watch this mom' Ahhh 1 N0 1" '
Cactus Bar and Grill: Had lunch
there on Friday, our production day.
Taking two hours to eat there was
the most counter-productive thing
I've ever done, but damn that
mashed potato soup was delish.

The lnvisibles: A Brazilian transvestite shaman, a time-traveling
Marques DeSade, a liquid mirror
known as God and the ultimate
secret agent searching for the final
conspiracy theory all make up
G rant Morrison 's The lnvisibles.
This counterculture comic book is
part James Bond and part Twilight
Zone.
Movie theaters: I went to see
Final Destination 3 over the weekend, and while looking for a seat I
discovered a pool of vomit. It's no
wonder why movie ticket sales are
down.
Bus people: While riding the bus
to work, I noticed this one guy in a

brown trench coat and brown
leather cowboy boots. Judging by
his withered face and his long,
greasy grey hair. I couldn't tell if
he was homeless or a bounty
hunter from the future.
S leep: I miss it so much.
Ugly couples: I always feel really
happy when I see two ugly people
together because it's like they've
beaten the system. It 's a nice F-U
to natural selection.

Exposure

I captured this image of chefs at the Original Pancake House, 2020 N. Lincoln Park West. Sundays are
one of their busiest days, and it was great to w itness this moment of re laxation. I am trying to usc photojournalism as a way to forge the gap between mak ing art and telling a story, and then putting it into
the world. I like to become part of the moment and understand it, li ve it and bring part of it with me so
that others can know it too.

FiU§•l;i•j
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Yes, sex con be hot, heovy ond sole
Workshop Inspires talk about the merits of erotic safe sex, but some remain skeptical
By Sam Libretti/Associate Editor
o some college students.
steamy sexual encounters
ice over when someone has
to !lin to another room to grab a
condom or two. But if safe ~ex
became an erotic spice-up for any
sexual rendezvous. it may help
young adults be more interested
sn making srr.art sexual decisions.
Young adults between the ages
of I R and 24 are rc utinely viewed
ns the age grouF most susceptible
t<l unwanted pr~gnancy or sexual!y-transmitted di~eases. and they
2re often the ones singled out as
most irresponsible when it comes
to having sa ff sex. said Joe
Hollendo ner. a social worker
w1th the Broadway Youth Center.
3179 N. Broadway Ave.
But Hollendoner said what
people don "t realize is that methods of practicing safe sex can
also be fun and erotic. making a
<exual expenence better for all
parties involved. This is the core
message behind a workshop that
Ho llendooer
runs
entitled
"Eroticizing Safer Sex," which
came to Columbia on Feb. 8.
"A lot of young people aren't
aware of the options that they
have and the ways that these
options can be pleasurable,"' he
said.
Hollendoner c1ted a culture that
has traditionally repressed sex ual
education and has presented it in
a manner that vilrfies sexual education as the reason for young

T

adults· possible irresponsibili ty in
the bedroom.
" When you come from that sort
o f environment. after you get to
college and suddenly have all this
independence, it can lead you to
make bad cho ices,"" he sa1d.
Lori Brudzisz. a junior cu ltural
studies major. said that to her,
students are fairly educated about
safe sex options but may not have
all the facts.
"I think people my age aren't
really ignorant about sa fe sex."
Brudzisz said. "Bu t I do tlunk
that they don "t know as much as
they actually could. I thmk people are mostly concerned with not
getting pregnant and don "t care
about STDs."
Brudzisz said that s he uses the
birth control pill and that condoms made sex less enjoyable 1n
her experiences.
"I don "t know how erotic you
can get with a condo m. regardles~
of wna. you do with it," she said.
"Sex without it " >till better. But
by the time I turned 16. I knew all
about safe sex. and I knew that tt
was important. ..
Stephen Carson. a freshman
film and v ideo maJo r. sa id that
his girlfriend 1s on the brrth control pill, but they also always usc
condoms.
"Sex is definitely better without a condom. but l "m scared as
hell enough that I' II use one
every time," he sa id.

•
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Carson said that whether o r not
practicing safe sex was erotic
didn't matter to him ; he just
wants to be making smart decisions. In fact, Carson said that
one "Eroticizing Safe Sex" suggestion (having a partner put a
condom on with the mouth) was
not very appealing to h im.
" I'd actually rather just put it
on myself," he said. " I think it 's
much easrer, and either way, I' m
s till havrng sex. It 's best to be
safe."
Korey McWilliams, ar. adjunct
professor at Columboa who teaches a human sexuality seminar,
sa od that whrle many of h1s students arc aware of the basics
about sa fe sex, they don "t always
know the ins and outs, so to
speak.
"Everyone knows what a condom ts." McWilliams said. "But
tt "s surpns 1ng to me that a lot of
students don "t know how to use
them properly."
The Chrcago branch of Planned
Parenthood o ften does semrnars
that aim to educate young people
about mak1ng smart sexua l deciSions.
Rebecca
Holbrook.
Planned Paren thood Chocago ·s
director of community educat1on.
sa1d s he has found that the level
of knowledge s tudents ha ve
about ;afe sex depends on how
much information they come to
college wi th .
"That sort of learning comes

COLUMBIA
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durrng
at home ." Holbrook
there are varymg levels of student
understandrng. What helps rs to
have the rnfonnatron and be able
to make good cho1ces ...
Holbrook said that makin g safe
sex options erotic to college-age

people probably isn't necessary.
"I don "t think college students
need help gettrng more erot1c:·
she said. " I think they're prett y
erotic already."
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Spilolfield set to hit the rood ogoin

Chicago/and indie-pop band discusses latest tour and makings of new album
By Sam Libretti/Associate Editor
he past year has been busy
for Chicago pop-rockers
Spitalfield. The four-piece
melodic , indie-pop band from
west-suburban
Glen
Ellyn
released Stop Doing Bad Things,
their second album on Chicagobased Victory Re~o rd s, and spent
the better part of 2005 touring.
After a short winter break,
they're getting set to hit the road
label
mates
again
with
and
Spitalfield
Silverstein,
singer/guitarist Mark Ro'< said
the band couldn 't be happier to
get back to performing.
"We've had literally no break
for a long time," Rose said. "So
being able to be home for a few
weeks has been nice. But the guys
of Silverstein are some of our best
friends, and we always have a
blast when we' re on the road
together."
Rose said that playing w ith
Silverstein will be a good experience for Spitalfield, as they' ll be
playing for crowds that may not
be fa miliar with their music. That
may be daunting, but Rose said
the band is up to the challenge of
proving themselves to fans of a
more hardcore sound.
"This is a tour that is a little
heavier than our music," Rose
said. "So probably half the kids in
the crowd won't be from our fan
base. That's a good way to get our
music out to a wider audience."
On Feb. 22, the tour will stop at
the Metro, 3 730 N. C lark St., a
favorite venue of the band both
for sound quality as well as the
club's history.

T

West-suburban indie-rock band Spitalfield (Dan Lowder, Mark Rose, J.D. Romero and T.J. Milici)
have their sights set on touring and finishing a new album by this fall.
"Playing the Metro is always
fun," Rose said. "It's one of the
best clubs in the country. The
sound system and the staff are
phenomenal. Plus it 's a place
where we've seen a lot of bands
that we like. It 'll be a fun show."
The band recently modified its
lineup, adding T.J. Milici on bass.
Rose described Milici as a close
friend of the band who he got to
know when the two were students
at Columbia.
"T. J. is a guy we always liked,
and he has previously been in
bands that we were fans of like
Log2 n's Loss and Divide By
Zero, and he's worked out really

well," Rose said.
Milici , who holds an advertising degree from Columbia, credited the band for being open-minded enough to accept him into the
group as a bass player even
though he previous ly had played
only guitar in bands.
" I think it says a lot about
Spital field that they took on a guy
who really didn't play bass
before," he said. " My other bands
were more vested in hardcore or
punk, but th is band 's pop-rock
sound is a lot of fun to play."
The group has gone through
several lineup changes over the
years. Guitarist Dan Lowder and

drummer J.D. Romero round out
the current lineup. Rose and
Romero have been playing
together since forming the band
in 1998 and were classmates at
Glenbard South High School.
" I pretty much started playing
drums when Mark and I formed
the band," Romero said. "Aft er
playing with him so long, I definitely know what his style is, and
it's easier to write songs together."

Chicago's pop-punk music
scene has taken center stage in the
country since Stop Doing Bad
Things came out last March.
Fellow Chicago-area natives Fall

O ut Boy exploded into national
exposure with heavy play o n
MTV and a Grammy nominat ion
for Best New Artist. Rose said he
is happy for Fall Out Boy but isn 't
trying to model Spit al ficld's
career after theirs.
"We' ve been out on tour with
Fall Out Boy, and it 's awesome
where they are right now," he
said. "Seeing their success does
make it seem like we could be
next, but we can't sit around waiting for it. We're a full-time touring band and we ' re happy where
we are. I think staying power is
rooted more in being out on the
road. writing new songs and getting new music out."
Since they've been on the road.
the members of Spitalfield have
started writing new material for
an album that Rose hopes will be
finished in the fall.
"The next album is going to be
more ant icipated since we've
been out touring so much," he
said. "We are always looking to
develop our sound and make our
music better."
Romero said that the songwriting process has taken a more
democratic tum this time around,
with each member of the band
contributing plenty of ideas.
"T.J. was a primary songwriter
in his other bands, so having him
give us new ideas has been great,"
Romero said. "And now we're
each doing some demos on our
own and then bringing them in to
get everyone else's input. It's easier to get ideas across."
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Name FOUR other Bruce Willis
films with numbers in the title.
Please send your answer, along with
your name and address to:
chicagomoviecontest@hotmail.com.
The FIRST 50 people to correctly
respond will receive a pass good
for two people to a special advance
screening .
Be sure to include COLUMBIA 16
BLOCKS CONTEST in the subject line.
THIS FILM I S RATED PG - 13 tor viOlence. 1ntense seQuences ol actton
and some strong language TH EATRE IS OVE RBOOKED TO
EN SURE A FULL HOUSE Passes rece1ved through lhtS promotiOn

do n01 guarantee admiSSton and must be sunendered upon de mand
Sealing IS on a ltrst come, ltrst served baSIS. E XCEPT FOR
MEMBERS OF THE REVIEWING P RESS No one w1ll be admmea
wrthout a tiCket or alter the screen1ng beg1ns All federal, state and
local regutat•ons apply A rec•p.ent ol 11dlets assumes any and all
nsks related to use ol tldlet and accepts any restnctJons reQUtred
by llQ(et prOVIder Warner Bros PiCtures. The ColumDa Chrorucle
and their allthates accept no respons1b1hty or hab1hly 1n
connection wrth any loss 01' acc•denl Incurred tn connect100 wJth
use ol a pr1ze. T•eitets cannot be exchanged, transle~Fed or
redeemed 101' ca sh, 10 whOle OJ on part We are nol respons•ble
•1. lor any reason, Winner •s unable 10 use htslher hcke\lfl whOle
or tn part Not responSible lor lost. delayed or mtsdtrected
en!fiU. One enl ry per hOusehold Duplicate entnes Will be
disquallhed Those wno nave rece•ved a screentng pass Of
promociOI'Ial Pf•Ze Wltrun the last90 days are not ehgtble 10 Win
AU federal and local !axes a re the responstblll!y ol the Winner
VOtd where prohd:)l!ed by law No pu rchase necessary
PartiCipaMg sponsors thetr employees and lam~y members
and their agenc:aes are not ehg•ble NO PHONE CAlLS!

TICK ETS RECEIVED THROUGH THIS PROMOTION ARE
NOT FOR RES AlE
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Singing Cob Driver tokes passengers
on ride they won't forget
Ray St. Ray discusses how one open mic night changed his life
By Hunter Clauss/A&E Editor
Many cab drivers roam the
streets of C hicago. but there is
only one singing cab drive r. For
more than 15 years. Ray St. Ray
has picked up over 40,000 passengers and has sung to them
about love, sex. social signifi·
cance and dreams.
There is no way to call and
request St. Ray specifically
because. as his business card
says, the process is a "cosmically
selective." In spite of this. The
Chronicle was able to hail St.
Ray 's cab and ask him a few
questions as he took us to our
destination.
T be C hr onicle: How did you
come up with the idea of being
a singing cab driver?
Ray St. Ray : Well, I got a whole
one-mao show with 14 songs
and 13 stories. I'll tell you that
story, but I'll give you the
quicker verston.
When my third wife left me. I
had time on my hands. and I
started hanging out with friends
who were holding an open mic
mght at a church out in the suburbs. I was watching them do
old rock songs and show tunes
and shit, and I started thi nkmg, I
could do this . So one night I got
the balls to get up with a couple
of guitarists and sing " Talce Me
to the River' ' like my favorite
group, [the) Talking Heads.
I should be ever thankful to
my third wife for three things of
equally great importance: my
daughter Aurora. turmng me on
to the music of Talking Heads
and leaving me. [Those] three
thmgs have greatly enhanced my
hfe and led to us even having
th1s conversation.
I d1d a couple more of these
open mtc thing~ . and I started to

think, You know, I might be too
good to be doing this for free.
So I start using it like it 's a
school, and every month I would
get a couple of musicians to
learn some songs for me. I
improved, and seven or eight
months later, 1 had enough of a
repertoire that 1 could ask some
of my friends from this open
mic night, " Hey, if I get a gig,
could you back me up?" That was
New Year's Eve, 15 years ago.
What was it about that particular New Year 's?
1 decided on that New Year 's
Eve, on that stage, Wow. this is
a real kick. I' m going to pursue
a career in music as a path to
film and TV. Since I was unemployed and can't play any
instruments, and I'd never been
in a band before, I figured success might not come
overnight- maybe I needed a
plan. But the plan would have to
fit my new life agenda which
was a) to never get a real JOb
again [and) b) to live the hfe I
would want to read a book or
see a movie about. [I decided
that] until I got a record contract
or Hollywood paid my way to
go out there first class, I [was]
g01 ng to get a day job I liked
with flexible hours, no career
commitment, datly cash flow.
pull out opponuntt1es to promote
myself and a large msured company car to go see my k1ds with.
I immediately became bored
with the mustc on the rad1o and
started wntmg my own songs
[and started] stng1ng them to
passengers, 'ca use who could
forget a singmg cab driver, right'!
That's how th is all s tarted .
After awhile, tt became more of
a way of life.

Among the man professions St. Ray has dabbled in are army paratrooper, graphic designer,
door-to-door salesman and newsboy.

Why'd you become a cab d river?

I d rove a cab back in the '70s,
and I enJoyed 1t back when I
was a "st ruggling artist cab driver." After my third di vorce, I
said, "Screw 1t. I'm going back
to where I was last domg well in
life." I was just driving a cab
and do1ng fine art, but I discovered othe r talents and the
Singmg Cab Driver was born.
I' m still doing fi ne art . Thts is
fine art. I'm not charging money
for it.

What exactly do you like
about music before 1973?
It comes from a place with a
newly found freed om that hadn't
been there before. I love the
'60s. I was o ld enough to participate in them when they were
happening, but I didn't 'cause I
was in high school and I was
doing my own thing. I could
have gone to Woodstock, but it
didn't seem interesting at the
time. I could have gone down to
the '68 riots in front of the
Hilton Hotel, but it didn't seem
worth the trouble. It 's just kind
of weird . History happens
around you, and you don ' t really
think much of it as history. It 's
just like news-bad news- or
just an inconvenience until you
watch it on the four ho ur minise ries 15 years later. I hke my
history in nncedotal amounts. It
fucking takes too lo ng to live
through it. Like the O.J. trial.
That thing drugged o ut for nine
months. Who fucking cou ld
keep truc k of it'? Ge t n life. It
shouldn't be O.J .'s trinl. When
it's over u yeur or two Inter. you
wntch the two hour movi
y<Ht
got whut you need .
You spt•nt som1• lime working
wllh the C hurc h or
SdcnloltliiY· 1-low wu llt111'!
I spent seven ycurs s tud yi n ~t
ScicttW IO~tY und nctuully working with the lutrc h of
Scicntnllii!IY· It WIIS 11rc11t. I
guess it's ltke the mode rn,
Western oqui v11lcnt tl111oln11 to
live on nn nshrum with n 1111r11. I
tluln ' t live on tut tts hrum, but I
lt vcd in 11 rclilltllus community.

I guess if you had to compare
Scientology with any other religion in the world it would be
classical Buddhism. I guess it's
sort of like that and I am walking the earth like Caine on Kung
Fu. I'm too lazy to wallc, so I
drive because I'm the singing
cab driver.
How do passengers show their
appreciation for what you do?
Oh, they gush profusely about
what a great effect I've had on
their life. It's like the tip of the
iceberg. As I say, I almost make
up in generous t ips from my
singing what I fail to make due
to my lack of work ethic as a
cab driver. [I) almost make up
for that. But I don't sing for
everybody. I found it's a waste
of time to try to entertain assholes, drunks and those who
don 't know how to have u good
time. I only sing for people I
like 'cause it's fine art. I don't
have to do it.
Aside from tips, what do you
J:CI out of It?
I like touching people on duily
busis. I mean spiritually touching them. I get to create signiticnnce fo r myself that is up to
my stundnrds . Anything you do
pretty much is only as importunt
tts you wunt to mukc it. Whclher
it's collecting gu rbugc or collecting model trains or selling
insurtmcc.
Wh~rr do you
h crt~?

think you' ll

ll.ll

from

O h. I think I' ll hcnd up 10
Mlchil!llll AV1lnul.l and tnkt~ll let\.
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Bars:
Alternative
entertainnient
moves into
Chicago's bar
scene
Continued From Front Page
in school, said board · games in
bars and taverns \ised to be common in the '30s ·and '40s, and
while that trend hasn't been pop-

ular for years, he can see it
returning . This form of entertainment is most often seen in smaller neighborhood bars in neighborhoods across the city that try
to avoid the noisy atmosphere of
some bars.
Guthie's location on Addison
· Street is far enough from Wrigley
Fie ld and buried in between
houses, which helps the bar
avoid the crowds during baseball
games. Fellows said the owner
specifically tries to stay away
from the Cubs theme like most
bars in the area, but that doesn 't
stop people from coming in.
" The owner goes in the opposite direction-it's almost like an

anti-sports bar," Fellows said. "I
mean, obviously we benefit from
the crowds during the summer,
but that's not our intention, to
cater to the sports crowd. The
weekend crowd tends to be much
more dominated by people coming in from the suburbs, and
some tourists. At the very crux of
the matter, it's still very much a
neighborhood place, but that 's
where we draw a lot of our business from."
Fe llows said that there is speculation as to whether Guthrie's,
which opened in 1986, was the
first bar to have board games in
the city; the other bar in question
is Blue Frog Bar and Grill, 676

N. LaSalle St. Though Blue Frog
has only been around for I 7
years, the bar does have more
than 200 games, according to
bartender Brad Hoebe l, which
outnumbers Guthrie's 50 games.
Blue Frog boasts a hole-in-thewall atmosphere with its windowless, tiny decor. The bar
holds about 70 people and has
karaoke most nights and board
games every night. Hoebel said
board games are definitely part
of the bar 's appeal despite its
tiny space and out-of-the-way
location at LaSalle and Huron
streets. The board games, Hoebel
said, give people something to do
other than just sit and stare at

lhi¥4•];J•j

each other all night.
Fellows said that whether it's
regulars or two people out on a
first date, board games in bars is
an idea that makes sense for
everybody.
"As long as Guthrie's is
Guthrie's, we will always have a
board game concept ," Fellows
said. •·t don't think it will ever
really go out o f style. What a lot
of our customers say is, it 's a
great idea, such a great concept.
So instead of a place where people are trying to meet each other
or just hook up, you 've got
something else to take away from
that. "

Cornelius Crawford and Karen Pampush hang out in front of the wall of games available at Guthrie's Tavern, 1300 W. Addison St. Bartender Mark Fellows said Scrabble is
one of the most popular games.

Help create a family.
Chicago's first and most highly
respeded program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS

$5,000 compensation to healthy women between
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors w ill
take medication and undergo a minor surgical

M inimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women

ages of 21-35 who have given birth t o at least one child.

liiif4•);J•j
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Craftfvism

mg~ .

It '~

makmg our vo1ccs •·.trongcr

DIY is a way of life for many women, but
for some crafters it's a way to change the
world. Is crafting the new activism?
Whether DIY crafting is a trend or an
activist act is debated among feminists
and knitters nationwide. The discussion seems to focus on whether crafting is the new yoga or just a way that
women arc conforming to a rctro,
more domestic lifestyle. Many women
argue that by getting together and taking back crafting as an artistic act
rather than a feminine one, they arc
making a political statement. But
where is the line drawn between
regression to old ways and activism?
furnouts at trunk

'llll\\~

and other alter-

rise. and according to DIY Trunkshow founder
and lifetime crafter Cinnamon Cooper, it's just
the beginning.
"Third-wave feminists like me are seeing that paying someone substandard wages [for
clothing) is not a femini st act." Cooper said.
' The third wave is trying to find meaning in j ust
about everything ...
While first-wavers won the vote and
second-wave feminists of the 1960s got women
"out of the kitchen," third-wave feminists say
they arc looking for meaning in gender identity
and constructio n. Annie Tomlin. Check Out editor of Time Out Chicago and DIY enthusiast.
sa id there's nothing wrong with that.
" I think that third-wave feminists [are]
very lucky,'' Tomlin said. "We enjoy some of
the benefits that second-wave feminists gave to
women and fought for women. Before this craft
movement got so big. I think a lot of women
who were crafting were doing so from a femi-

~---------------------------------------------------------------~F!e~b~ru~a~~~2~o~.~2o~o~6~.~P~a~g~e~9~&. .i.:AiijFI'•?•&~··'~;I~·~I
nist perspective, by reclaiming what had been disJI)issed as a feminine activity and saying, 'There's
nothing wrong with crafts .... This is just as important as male-dominated art."'
Despite good intentions, Tomlin feels
that over the years the politics of crafting have faltered, making it difficult to separate a hobby from a
pelitical manifesto. Other women, includi ng Betsy
Greer, a crafter and founder of Craftivism.com, dis-

agree.
A Southern girl turned globetrotter, Greer
said that in 2000, she became increasingly irritated
with what she felt was a lack of creative outlets for
activists like herself, and thus coined the term
·'craftivism."
"For years I was a really frustrated activist,
regrettably," Greer said. " l had a hard time getting
my head around the fact that there were more possibilities to acti vism than banner waving and chanting slogans at marches."
Greer eventually wrote her master's dissertation on knitting, DIY and community development. She said she's thrilled that more women are
seeing the relationship between the three.
According to Greer's site, craftivism means that
"each time you participate in crafting you are making a difference, whether it's fighting against useless materialism or making items for charity or
something betwixt and between."
And Greer's DIY revolution has caught on.
From groups like Stitch n' Bitch to alternative craft
shows that promise "No angel poop,:' it seems
women everywhere are embracing a crafty

"DrY activism creates an accessible way of survival
outside the mainstreamestablishment. It's a lifestyle;
whether thrifting out of hobby or to save money, or
finding all your furniture in alley ways. It's UIIIIZ!'l fb,d{":
the resources we have and just winging it"

"I think that the combination of events on
' the feminist timeline and the conception of the
Internet have allowed craft to flourish," Greer said.
"As I now have the choice to knit or buy, to cook
or [get] takeout, I also have thousands of craft temPlates and patterns at my fingertips. "

before.
don't think it's cool anymore."
"One hundred to I 00-plus years ago, the
The issue of time and money has become
another part of the craftivism debate. Sure, crafting
whole arts and crafts aesthetic started in England
takes away from big business and provides one
with William Morris and then spread into the U.S.
with a sense of immediate accomplishment, but
where machines were doing more and more work,
with yam costing anywhere from $3 to $15 per
people were building furniture by hand, trying to
yard, sewing machines costing up to $1 ,500 and
simulate the handmade look," Matthews said. "So,
from time to time there has been an outcropping of knitting needles costing upwards of $50, crafting
can be expensive. But Greer adds that bargains can
this kind of rebellion aga inst everything being
be found as well, if one has the time to look.
machine made."
Therein lies the danger, according to
Matthews said the feminism versus domesTomlin. She maintains that there is so much work
ticity debate is alive because right wing conservato be done in terms of human rights that calling
tives turned housework into something that it wascrafting activism is like saying purchasing all
n' t- a statement of a "woman's place" in society,
organic food is activism-leaving those who can't
something that she says is completely out of
afford it out of the picture.
bounds.
"Crafting is a wonderful thing, but it's not
" It just pisses me off that the right wing
has claimed domesticity," Matthews said. "You can something that every woman has time to do,"
Tomlin said. "So much of what you can buy in the
have very free-willing domestic arrangements that
stores is mass produced for pennies. It is cheaper a
are very egalitarian between the sexes and still
lot of times to buy a scarf at Old Navy than it is to
value what happens in the home. l think the reason
knit a scarf yourself. For people that don't have a
that feminists see domesticity as a trap is because
lot of time or money, they're probably going to go
the right wing has so successfull y claimed these
to Old Navy because it makes more economic
values and used them to try and drive women into
sense for them."
subservient roles."
Greer agrees.
Matthews began studying the history of so"While l think that crafting has become
called "women's work" after years of being a
something fairly elite and cliquish in some areas, at
housewife. She said when she decided to go back
to school, she wanted to study something she knew its heart, [it] is very much made for individuals
who value both their time and their money," Greer
a lot about, and it has resulted in several books on
said. "If you are really interested in crafting, some
the topic.
amazingly gorgeous things can be made out of the
Like Tomlin, Greer and Cooper, Matthews
said there is something about crafting that offers an bargain yam bought from chain craft stores. While
immediate satisfaction,
which might be why
the women consumed
by a very on-the-go,
mind-draining culture take refuge in
these activities. In

itself, escape from their own
monotonous day-to-day life
may be an activist venture for some women.
" Machines [have] taken over more and
more of our work and computers more and more of
o ur brainwork," Matthews said. "The kind of
immediacy of craft-oriented work is very rare."

I advocate
going to
independent
businesses, sometimes they just aren't an economic option."

Just a trend?

Well, is crafting activism? That answer
varies from knitter to knitter. Some women want
their work to make a political statement while others simply love crafting and feel no reason to justify it. To some, this is what feminism is about- taking something you love, making it your own and
not apologiz ing for enjoying it.
"My participation in craft[ing] is my
choice, not a role that I was made to play," Greer
said. " In distinguishing the fact that this is how 1
choose to spend my ti me instead of how I' m
expected to spend my time, 1 am j ust as much of a
feminist as I was before I learned to knit and purl."

The politics of crafting

In ancient Egypt, women were expected to
make garments and textiles, and even the cliched
1950s housewife has typically been portrayed knitting her children's scarves for the winter- historically, women have not only been seen making
things by hand, they've been expected to.
Glenna Matthews, a professor at University
of California at Berkeley and author of Just a
Housewife: The Rise and Fall of Domesticity in
America, said that not only is the craft resurgence
not surprising, but it's happened many times

Unfortunately, Americans have a tendency
of grabbing on to the latest, greatest, coolest fad
and discarding it as soon as it's declared "uncool."
Wh ile some crafters remain skeptical about the
onslaught of women (and men) picking up knitting
needles, others embrace the trendsters and figure
that it can't hurt.
"There are people who will fall in love
with this kind of hobby, with crafting, and they're
going to do it because they enjoy it and they'll continue to do so," Tomlin said. "There are going to be
people that jump on and then j ump off when they

So what does t his a ll mean?

'iiiiSOiSi~. .~~·gs South Africo to Oscors
Director Gavin Hood sees Academy Awards as Olympics of film industry
By Hunter Clauss/A&E Editor
A thug hija~ks a woman's car and
shoots her in the stomach when she
tries to stop him. The thug, Tsotsi,
doves off thinking he has escaped
scene o f the crime 1mtil he hears the
screams of the woman's baby from
the backseat.
This IS the premise for director
Gavin Hood's new film. Tsotsi,
which is nominated for an
Academy Award in the best foreign
language film category.
Hood was in Chicago recently
and talked to TI1e Chronicle about
what it was like filming on location
in South Africa and how it feels to
be nominated for an Oscar.
The Chronicle: What are your
favorite foreign fdms?
Gavin Hood: I think I was most
inspired by what the Brazilians and
the Mexicans have been doing with
films like Amores Perros, City of
God, Y ru Mama Tambien and
Central Slation. In many ways, a lot
of people make a compariscn with
City of God and Tsotsi, which is
very flanering because I think City
of God is a great movie. but I have
to be honest and say that my shooting style is more inspired by
Central SlatiO'l.
How did you feel when you heard
Tsotsi was nominated for an
Academy Award?
It 's so difficult to answer this
ber.ause of course one is very
emotional and [itj seems so cliche
to be so.

It's this: You suddenly realize
that actually you've been work ing
on something for many years, and
it's a linle bit like watching these
O lympic Games now. You're
watching athletes, and you're
watching them in one moment. One
moment to pull off everything
they've worked on for years and
when they pull it off, there's a lot of
emotion at the finish line or in the
moment that they succeed. It's not
about that moment. It's actually
about that moment being a culmination of a lot of work. Many hours
of training or whatever it is.
The movie business is similar.
Whether it be this particular film,
which has taken three years, or
whether it be the fact that I'm 42
years old and this is my third film,
and its finally the one that is breaking out wider than I dared to dream.
You feel an amazing sense of
relief. It 's almost as if you fee l the
pres~ur~ you didn't realize you
were carrying has been removed.
This pressure feels like I might fai l,
and I might disappoint a lot of people who've put their hearts and
souls and money into this project.
In a sense, I think what hit me.
which I didn't expect, was this massive feeling of relief.
What was challenging about
filmi ng
on
location
in
Johannesburg?
I know everyone wants me to say
that the challenge was the shantytown, but actually my producer

Paul (Raleigh J mentions ... the suburbs were trickier.
The shantytown we went in-and o f course you don't just wander
in by yourself, because there is
crime just as there is in other places.
So you go in, but most people, 99
percent of people, are just gening
on with their lives, and there's
happy people and grumpy people
and nice people and not nice people. People are surprisingly similar
everywhere you go.
But you j ust don' t wander in
there with a camera. [I went] in
w ith a location guide I [knew],
and I 've fi lmed in shantytowns
before many times w hen I was
making television, so I know peop le there. So I went to people that
I know and said, " I want to do this
film . Can we scout?"
So we went driving around with
some of my mends from the townships on location and fmd this particular street. I loved this bloody
shack on top of this other shack. It's
like, "Woah, this is the spot to do
for my script. This is fantastic. This
is a bonus with [Tsotsi) brooding
over the rest of this township like
some strange creature.
And then we spoke with the community leaders of that area and said
what we wanted to do. We' re not
the first movie that ever shot in a
township so people are kind of hip
to it. They know location fees,
everybody will be employed for the
movie. they' ll provide security and
your location managers and pro-

i a street thug who tries to
redeem himself when he finds a baby in a car he steals.
ducers go in to do deals. Everybody
you see in the movie is from that
street, and we were fme.
Then we went and filmed in the
suburbs. The first house that I
picked for doing this was great,
and then the neighbors all complained. Somehow they got wind,
and they said , "There's no way we
are havin g fi lm trucks or\ our
street with big lights, keeping o ur
dogs awake, barking all night,"
which is understandable. So in the
eleventh hour, we had to get
another house. U ltimately it was
fine. But our initial reaction from
the s uburbs was they kicked us
out. They didn't want us.

Do you p refer living in the suburb s or in a city?
I'm strange. Sometimes I just want
to get away from people altogether.
M y way of gening away is I take
my kayak and then I go. I've done

like 400 miles on the Orange River
through the desert where you can be
for five days without seeing another human being- not even a telegraph pole-and sleep on a beach
and just be with the river and forget
the world.
And then there's another part of
me that needs to be around the energy of a city like Joharmesburg.
I mean, the joy from my job, honestly-and I say this to young writers--is this awful statement that
you get told sometimes in school ...
is this thing, "You must write only
what you know." Which is great
and it's true, but it's not fully
explored as a phrase. It can be really inhibiting because people feel
that that phrase means they are not
allowed to explore. I would like to
modify that phrase and say, "Write
what you want to know but make
damn sure you go find out. "
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Collective
movie night

Chicago production company promotes
Columbia students, local filmmakers
By Kim Haburn/Staff Writer
The name theCollectedworks came from
two ideas, according to Tvedt. When he
was living in Minneapo lis, Tvedt played
music and made "sound collages" when he
was alone. He said he is also influenced by
other art forms, and the idea of "collected
works" in media such as art and music
appealed to him.
TheCollectedworks is composed of Tvedt,
Chris Lane, Jerrid Neal (a former Columbia
student), Jeff Tobin and David Clawson (a
current Columbia student). All five men are
interested in various aspects of the filmmaking process, so each person rotates jobs on
each project. Tvedt said that if one person has
an idea for a video, the other four will assist
him in making it.
Tvedt said finding films to use at the
movie nights has been relatively easy for
theCollectedworks,
thanks
to
MySpace.com and other online advertising. He said he doesn't like to limit the
types of art featured at movie nights and
has shown art installations, short films,
music videos and commercia ls in the past.
Part
of
the
idea
behind
theCollectedworks' movie ni ghts is to
allow fi lmmakers to network, which Tobin
said is important in any field.
" If you don't network and you don 't
know the ri ght people, you can get left
behind," he said.
Jennifer Peepas, a Columbia graduate student, showed her short film "No Strings" at
theCollectedworks' second movie night on
Feb. 12. Peepas was one of two Columbia
students featured that night and heard about
the event from her friend, Zach Litwack, who
was featured during the first night.
Peepas also said she enjoyed the networking aspect of the night and being able to show
her work to a larger audience.
" It's good to meet other filmmakers, and
it's good that so many people turned out on a
Sunday night to see the work of experimental
filmmakers," she said.
TheCollectedworks would like to do a~ allChicago filmmakers film festival at some
point, Tvedt said. He said he would like to
use this film festival to continue promoting
other filmmakers.
"People have given me a chance and have
helped me get to where I'm at," he said. "If
we could he a stepping stone for someone to
start something or get somewhere or influence someone, it would be awesome to help
promote that."
The company s next movie night will be
March 12.

Justin Tvedt sees films as "agents of
change." A self-described idealist, Tvedt said
he wants to help budding filmmakers just .,, ,
he was helped at the beginning of his career.
production
company,
Tvedt's
theCollectedworks, hosted two movie nights
at the Underground Lounge, 952 W. Newport
Ave., earlier this month, that showcased the
work of local filmmakers, including some
Columbia students.
The first two movie nights served as trials
to see if there was an audience, Tvedt said.
Any money made from the shows is reinvest-·
ed into the screenings or used to help fund the
projects of other showcased filmmakers.
"I started thinking about it, and I thought,
'Why would anyone want to invest in my
work if! didn't invest in theirs?"' he said.
The success of the first movie nights convinced theCollectedworks to make it a
monthly event. But Tvedt 's interest in
movies began long before he and his friends
formed theCollectedworks. Graduating
from the University of Minnesota, Twin
Cities in 2004, Tvedt studied theater with a
stage production emphasis, but said he
always planned to use this degree to pursue
a career in movies.
" I was always interested in film, so when I
would direct a piece, I would always try to
direct it as if! were to do a film," he said.
Tvedt moved to Chicago nearly two years
ago without any film contacts. He planned to
enroll in Columbia's graduate program for
film, but wasn't accepted. Undeterred, Tvedt
continued with his dream to make movies.
He said that he wants to get hands-on experience before he reapplies, something he still
considers an option. But in the meantime, a
series of fortunate events put Tvedt in contact
with Chicagoans in the film industry.
After completing a coup le of videos
with his new contacts, Tvedt accepted a
contract to work on two more videos
Although this experience l'•asn 't a positive ·
one, the people he met 0 11 the set became
his business partners.
"It was the worst experience ever to be
introduced to a large production, but it was
also a good experience to see what could go
wrong," Tvedt said. "With us talking we all
became friends and we just really supported
each other."
With these contacts Tvedt made several
more videos, including a music video and a
short video for a Converse contest, and by
2005
they
had
fonned
late
theCollectedworks. The company has
worked on 12 projects and completed II.

Jeff Tobin, one of the coordinators for theCollectedworks, introduces a short film at the
Underground Lounge, 952 W Newport Ave., Feb. 12.
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The 2006 Academy Awards are right around the corner, and those of us at
The Chronicle couldn' t be more excited. Well, we probably could. But to liven up
the event-or to just turn it into a drinking game--we're offering a brand new iPod
Nano to anyone who can guess the most wins. That's right. Whoever can guess the
most winning nominations will receive an iPod Nano from all of us at The Chronicle.
The second place guesser won't go empty-handed either. Second place takes home
an iPod Shuffle, and the third place guesser receives a $25 iTunes Music Store gift
certificate. In the event of multiple winning entries, one will be randomly selected.
To qualify for this contest, vote on the web at www.columbiachronicle.com
before the big night, which takes place March 5.

Here is a list of the categories and nominations we will be tallying up:
Best picture
Brokeback Mountain
Crash
Good Night, and Good Luck
Munich
Capote
Best director
Steven Spielberg - Munich
Ang Lee - Brokeback Mountain
Paul Haggis - Crash
Bennett Miller - Capote
George Clooney - Good Night, and Good
Luck
Best actor
Philip Seymour Hoffman - Capote
David Strathaim - Good Night, and Good
Luck
Heath Ledger - Brokeback Mountain
Joaquin Phoenix - Walk the Line
Terrence Howard - Hustle and Flow
Best actress
Dame Judi Dench - Mrs. Henderson
Presents
Felicity Huffman- Transamerica
Charlize Theron - North Country
Reese Witherspoon - Walk the Line
Keira Knightley - Pride and Prejudice
Best supporting actor
George Clooney - Syriana
Jake Gyllenhaal - Brokeback Mountain
Paul Giamatti - Cinderella Man
Matt Dillon - Crash
William Hurt -A !lis tory of Violence
Best supporting actress
Rachel Weisz - The Constant Gardener
Michelle Williams - Brokeback Mountain
Frances McDormand - North Country
Amy Adams - Junebug
Catherine Keener - Capote
Best foreign language film
/ell (Italy)
Joycux Noel (France)
Paradise Now (Palestinian territories)
Sophie Scholl- 1t1e Final Days (Germany)
'l.i-otsi (South Africa)
Don~

Best animated feature film
Howls Moving Castle
Corpse Bride
Wallace and Gromit in the Curse of the
Were-Rabbit
Best adapted screenplay
Brokeback Mountain
Capote
The Constant Gardener
A History of Violence
Munich
Best original screenplay
Crash
Good Night, and Good Luck
Match Point
The Squid and the Whale
Syriana
Best music (score)
Brokeback Mountain
The Constant Gardener
Memoirs ofa Geisha
Munich
Pride and Prejudice
Best music (song)
" In the Deep" - Crash
" It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp"- Hustle
and Flow
"Travelin ' Thru"- Transamerica
Best documentary feature
Darwin s Nightmare Ew·on: The Smartest
Guys in the Room
March of the Penguins
Murderball
Street Fight

Using super-sophisticated
computer technology, The
Chronicle was able to compile who we all think will be
reading off their thank-you
lists. Remember to vote on
The C hronicle's website at
www.columbiachronicle.com
before March 5. Sorry, but
we will not be accepting
written submissions.

THE WORD
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Here's who we're
guessing will win.
Best picture
Brokeback Mountain
Best director
Ang Lee - Brokeback Mountain
Best actor
Philip Seymour Hoffman - Capote
Best actress
Reese Witherspoon - Walk the Line
Best supporting actress
Rachel Weisz - The Constant Gardener
Best supporting actor
George Clooney - Good Night, and Good

Luck
Best foreign language film
Tsotsi (South Africa)
Best an imated feature film
Corpse Bride
Best adapted screenplay
Brokeback Mountain
Best original screenplay
Crash
Best music (score)
Memoirs o(a Geisha
Best music (song)
" It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp"- 1/ustle
and Flow
Best documentary feature
March of the Penguins

+a:tJt.i•ld•J
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••••

This tribute to guitar legerid

•••••

Fahey features recent musiTile Golsip
I Am the Resurrection: A cians like Sufjan Stevens, M. Standing in the Way...
Tribute to John
Ward, Grandaddy and others.
Not only is it enjoyable for
Fahey fans, but to fans of the
musicians covering the songs
as well, with the chill acoustic
guitar melodies and tunes.

Various Artlsq

- T. Breyne

Arctic Monkeys, the latest
ThiS Southern rock trio outdid
•
•
•
•
•
band out of London, is already!
.themselves with their laiM
Metk Monkeyl
release. There's something
W1iiltever People Say... . hyped up as a big band in
about the dirty guitar riffs, Beth .
2006, and
good reason.
Ditto'.s ilitoxicating voice and
. . .~
Their newest albUm, which
hits stores Feb. 21, is filled
perfectly elaced distortion that
reminds one of a raunchy
with energetic pop rock and
encounter in the backseat of a
catchy lyrics dealing with any
'74 Buick on a hot, August
thing from prostitutes to dance
night. And I've never even been
floor dreams. Definitely check
in a '74 Buick-that's how
out this album and prepare to
good this album is.
be rocked. - T. Breyne

far

- J. Sabella

••••

While much of New York •
•
•
•
State of War: The Times reporter James Risen's Doom Patrol Archives
Secret History of...
book is anonymously sourced, Volume 3
James Risen
the material is engrossing all
the same. For instance, on the
opening page President Bush
hangs up on hi s fat her after he
had expressed concern about
foreign policy being heavily
guided by "neoconservative
ideologues." A quick, yet compelling read. - D. Strum

•

Fillal Destillatioa 3

•••••
Pencil Sharpener

•••••

What a snooze fest. Final
Destination 3 is like watching Grey's Anatomy
Season One
a really bad Nancy Drew
caper. Jn the first two movies,
a bunch of wily teenagers
·manage to cheat death only to
suffer homoly hilarious deaths
later on. Aside from the tanning bed sc.:ne. the rest of the
killings arc: ;m:tty lame.
-H. Clauss

Before X-Men, there was the
Doom Patrol, which included
an oddball cast of heroes with
unfortunate powers, such as
being trapped inside a robotic
body. What really made this
series were the vi llains. The
Brotherhood of Evil was the
main group of bad guys and
had a secret base underneath
an all-girls school in Paris.
Talk about evil! - H. Clauss

Going back to the early days
of one of TV's hottest and
most entertaining shows, this
two-disc set explains the history and relationships of our
favorite doctors and interns.
Some much-loved extras
include commentary, behind
the scenes footage and rough
· cuts from the pilot episode.

Frank Warren

• ••••

Arrested Developmeat
Season/Series? Flaale

•

•

It's taken the back seat to
Pan ic ' At the Disco's new
mechanical pencils and electri- Panic! at the Disco music video for " I Write Sins
Valentine's Day 2006
music video
cal do-dads, but the original
Not Tragedies" falls short in so
pencil sharpener is as good as I Wr ite Sins Not...
many ways. The lead singer
gold. It can be a bit elusive,
lays out a creepy vibe from the , - - - - - - - - ,
like when it falls between the
first line in the song and carcouch cushions, but it makes
ries it through the entire
up for the smooth shavings
vaudeville video as he stares at
that result. It beats "sharpenthe camera with wide eyes.
ing" a penci l with a knife any
Good band, bad video.
day. - A. Maurer
- A. Kelly

Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
Not many m•J., ician~ can truly convey their passion for
mwnc nowaday5, but F.van Suit of Flameshovel Records'
mdte JX'i' ~tars Bound Stem!f-and is pretty good at it. Hound
only by thetr careen~ until the band ltfe~tyle can financtally
~ppor! the rtlayers, Bound Stems - Suit. drums: Uobby
Gallivan, guitar, vocals, Iynes: Dan Radzieki, bass, keys.
vocalt ; D-An Pleury, gu itar; Jantc Porche, guitar, voc;•ls
r~i ly admit they don't know how to dc~~eribc thetr tnu.<ic,
but they llttll want people to ltstcn. At the moment, the hand
l~ C<lflJtantly playing shows, IICOIJring the area fur a new van
to liP- around 111 and prepanng for South by Southwest, but
Suit found time in hi8 buAy ~~ehe<lule to talk tn The Chronicle.
ll~m dt~ It reel Ill "et tll(lled to play SXSW thl• year '!
l'lult: Thcre't 1,200 l:rdrwh at SXSW, and prohahl y 20
!YdfldjJ' hve• are changed forcvt:r by thetr r "<;>cru:nce•

[thereJ. Hut at tile tame lif' lll, prol:rdbly 11 ~"••pie hundre<l
band!l ' lwc~ M
re mflueru;cd by what hHfli'Ctt• etthcr 111gctt mg
there and l:r<tek 11r by Mnrle COTltact that evctttu~tll y dt ~~:s
~ometlnng fur them. So, it'• a rninllftty ' '' c~ pcucncc•. h111
rt'l ~ill V >!JI n ... llrne lll3t year. we wcrcn'l f.11lllj( to
,.XSW, 8nd we were Mwftre ufth:ot We rc;o lly dtdn 'thuvc
~"'! re~" '" II• giJ there
rr lu'4o(l •n ~I' l•~t ytMr. llu yuu think yuu
have • ltry•l rrlfltJWinj( ,,, '""' y~t'/
Yuu ' re W •lnl( r(Jt 1111, <ttllu tl 11111.. wlocre [y11u'rc tcly lloj( 1111[
s U rtlltro r!lllro'w:r ur I~~'' 'Pie y1no'vc roovor mel w troc aml scc
yuu he<.~11'1C t~'vr henrd H"'"'' Y'" ' ''rtltey· ve ltclltd y11ut
rt.(Aifl l, ar~ l tloar ·, de ftr11lely W11Wnojl. 'I he l n~ l Itt roc we were
~~ 11-H- l.rt'f!ly H1 ~tle . 11 w"• lull 11f folk• tltnl we've rot•vcr
"'"' Hr~l t l
l1~ ' '' f11lk• •nyll>l/.. " ll~y. I rcnll y llkr the
I' I' " i\nd thm'• fHh11 l• •••. "'' tlosot'• h•1•r l111l y Jlii> Wifl l!

WH' "

PostSecret has finally come out
with a nice coffee table book of
all the dark and humorous confessions the authors received.
PostSecret started off as a blog
that uploaded pictures of postcards from random people, and
is now a book. Each disclosing
a deep, dark secret the sender
has. Reading them is a nice
way to feel better about yourself-that is unless it's your
secret. -H. Clauss

PostSecret ...

- T. Breyne

Premium Blend

Y1111 w~

•••••

Some musicians, such as Bright Eyes, come out with
multlplr albums In one year. Do you think thnt's better
than an alhum every two yean'!
I'm Jealous, mnn. If we could do thut, we would do thnt. If
we're ever 111 h i~ position, which we're going for nt some
pomt , where we 're ju~t making music. nbsolutely. Noth ing
ts us great as wn1111g a song except rossih ly recording 11
s11ng e~cert possibly producmg the song. I love thnt stun·.
It 's my li•von te thmg 111 the whole world .
flow will It fed when llountl Stems jlt't tu the tJolnt of
payln(l fur ltst•lrl
I hnvc 11 rc11l career. We all httvc renl curcers. nml to lc11vc
thuthehtnd is se111111.<. It's mot hkc we' re s11yin11. "Fuck
you," utthe hnr where we' ve bccnlw<•rktng l. We're not j ust
at holdtng pnllerns. We respect bnmls that do th111: thtll's 11
wuy of hving. llut thnt h11sn' t been <•ur w11y thus lhr. So li•r
us to do this lcuvc jobs I've spent I ~. 20 yen!'!< pull IIll!
together the cnrccr th111 I h11vc. AI a ccttuin 1~11111. ho})OI\tlly.
fllllf CIIICCIMlllld IIOUIIII Slcii!Sf Cllll hCCIIIIIC 11ntl1111lly CX~l\1•
Hive. Yo11 httvc 111 choose 1111c. i\ tul it 's sctn y 111 dt1•11~c
llfountl Stcntro l. hut l llunk tl 's the n ~ htth l n g 111tlu.
Wh• t clu Yllll think ur. t' Mrt·~r h MHt•tl Mrouml lluuncl
Stern~ '!

I he , Oth Inno yo11 fl11d yotn Hcl l' 111 11 cluh ttl two In the
rlvc hour• lttun lt111nc. hook in!! 1\or ll }tlllt'c Ill ~111y.
It .,. nul lik e Ifilii 's llliHOfllhlo \If 11nythi111.1 }I iurot rtliMCM II VCI
h11•k quc•llon, wlt k lt Is lik e. " I dt•n 'l llltW ho he dol111.1 thiM
I don 't hnvc 111 he dnlnlo! this nl nll " St'lltdtltt!l l\ot 11 VIlli 1M
IIIII the .•111110 lhln!I IIM Wtllilljl IIII!Hk . hut rcntlldii•W OIIC i,;
rr qulrcd 111 do tho t>lhcr IJo lwt•l wnnll1• 111k1• 11ll th1•
tt'HJII •n• lhlllt y II tuke• 111 11111kr thlro tlt inj.l hnppc11 nlltlll' wnv''

"''""'"!!·

In the grand tradition of
"Undeclared," "Futurama"
and "Andy Richter Controls
the Universe," FOX, citing
poor ratings, ended a terrific
show well before was able to
build a major audience--and
season renewal is still up in
the air. on:.tJu: bright side,
"Arrested
bevelopment"
went out in a blaze oflrilarity.
- J. Jaworski
""

As awesome as Valentine's
Day is, Feb. i 4, 2006, was a
downer. Despite the 52
degree weather, love was not
in the air. To all of the
boyfriends-and dads who forgot to tell the lovely ladies in
their lives " Happy Valentine's
Day," you suck!
- H. Graham

Bound Stems
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i\Mlllllli iiH1\1\1 Ctlll kcCJl ll t\~WCI'tl ~ " \ , " Wt'ro nit l'tl\lly
luukilll! lhrwtu\ 1111 it. Whcll H\1111\liXlll ~tiiHH , II~ '~111"
then yuu huvc ht dtcd ll t~llill.
,..111'1111!11' ltJ/ttr'lltulrmr u/~1111 Ht•tmtl ,~t u~t./111 ~II'

lrwA.t fh•m tltl'il' 11'1! 11tll I lillie 111' lluil1h1~ 't'tt\! U\lt l'hm.
1•/;11
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to the nines

Crossword

fashion@columb ia

ACROSS
1 Copper·zinc
alloy
6 Skater Upinski
10 Hardy heroine
14 Like thid<
eyebrows
15 Levin and

Tedd Mainville,
24, is a fashion
design major at the
Acaaemy of Design
and Teclinology. H'e
sports a trenay
Andy Warholinsptred messenger
bag he ()Urchasea at
Urban Outfitters.
Mainville dons a
pair of grey and
pink N ikes, whic h
he received as a gift
from his boyfrieno.
"He's a wtener
dork but he'll
always be my love
burger with
cheese," Mainville
said.
Mainville ef1joys
shopping at Diesel,
G-Star, Ontitled and
Urban Outfitters.
Being a fash ion
design major,
Mainville enjoys
watching Bravo's
"Project Runway,"
and dislikes both
Santino and Daniel

Gershwin
t6 Landed
17 Advocate of
secession
19 i<ent's girlfriend
20 Medicinal tablet
21 Skirt's edge
23 Entreated
27 Showered

28 Gal:eria
29 1 heo:. sch.
31 Coffee beans,
real~•

32 Supplication
35 Dinghy and dory
37 Porker's pad

38

lncapac~ate

40 Obese
43 Eas! on a map
44 Reach one's

destination
46
49
51
52

Mr. Moneybags
Slippery catch
First garden
Ba"irro<>re pro
54 Former
Washington nine
57 Young women in
distress?
59 East Asian
desert
60 Death nctice,
briefly
61 No carnivore he
66 Cash penalty
67 Moran or Gray
68 Feel
69 Impartial
70 Transmit
71 "Steppenwoll"
author
DOWN
1 Air·rifle ammo
2 Ragret bitterly
3 Cleo's snake

4 Curvaceous
5 Damascus land
6 Data on jad<ets
7 Jad<ie's second
8 Reckless

Fi:tf4•l;i•j

2121/118

C

2006 Trlbun. Mild!• S.rvlc-, Inc:.
All right• re..rved.

9 Rayed flower
10 Calculates a
score
11 Str~ch or May
12 Violated a
religious principle
13 Spirited horses
18 Everything
22 Expert
23 Current units, for
short
24 Separate
25 Flexibility
26 Pre·election
face-otts
30 Unruly crowd
33 Fit 10 be eaten
34 Tractor·trailer
38 Chid<enlking

connectton
39 That ship
40 Dog's name
41 Assert
confidently
42 Sawbud<s
43 Chanticleer

45 Pensioner
46 Fall asleep

Solutions
3 s s 3 H.
a N 3
3 s N 3 s • N I l,j
N V I lol v ~ 3 8 3
I 8 0 8
s
s l,j 0 ~ V N 3 s
N 3 a 3
l 3 3
~ H
3 II I l,j l,j v
~ v ~
3 l 8 v s
s ~ v 0 8
11'4 3 s
s 0 3 3 s
a 3 N I V lol
a 3
3 N I l 11'4 3 H
l
~ S I ~
3 N v l
~ I l
v s V lol I
v l,j v ~
s s 3 ~

47 Saudi _
48 Island in the
Bahamas
SO Map key
53 Sprrtes
55 "Ask_ what
your country..."

s

l,j

3
3
II
~
l 3 s
3 l 0
8 0
D I lol
1 a
l,j 3 A
l
l v 3
l I d

v

I V ~
N I ~
I 8 0
11'4

v a

I lol 0
8 V N
A

~

S

v

l,j

d

l v 11'4
d d v

v.

v d 3 s
A H S n 8

l,j

s s v

l,j

"Their designs are
boring," he sa1d.

8

56
58
62
63

Make ashamed
Withered
Form of rummy
Ones with the
power
64 Blockhead
65 Born in Cannes

Out of My Head
by Scotty Carlson

YOU Mt;AN YOU {)()N' T WANNA
ATmACf!V£; WOM£;N? MAYB£; ASK
'50M£; OF ' t;M !F THEY'Rt: S!NGL.£;?

hoxa:S~.
opE.s
..
.. __ /",.~

'\b~·

b:t:t ) >Jjda Dorr

Aries (March 2 1 - April 20): While flailing with your arms over your head on the
bathroom floor of your favorite bar, you will realize in a flash that you should
stop drinking. Should.
Taurus (April 2! - May 21): In your post·Valentine's Day depression you buy 13
pounds of chocolate and lock yourself in a dungeon. You will either find the light
at the end of the cacao, or you won 't be heard from until someone wonders what
that horrific smell is.
Gemini (May 22 - June 21 ): All your friends will snicker when they see you for
the next few days, and you won't know why. It's because they have a picture of
you masturbating. I saw it, and it's funny.
Cancer (June 22 - July 23): You will buy a beautiful sculpnlre for the city you
were born in, and not one person will get it.
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): Tonight, when a friend says to you: "Will you check if
there's a thunderstorm going on outside?" don't. You will open the door to find
your arch nemesis, the alligator with the alarm clock inside, and he will eat you .
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): You're not fooling me with your, urn .. . whatever it is
you think you fool people with. And they aren't fooled either.
Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): Once in awhile you just have to say to yourself,
"When in Rome." But not this week when you' re in Rome and someone asks to
borrow your car.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Your perfectly symmetrical face is a hype.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21 ): Let me tell you a little story that starts with you
wearing the same shirt five days in a row and smelling like roses the whole time.
It ends with the CEO of a fragrance company shaking his head ruefully in confu.
sion.

Pisces (Feb. 20- Mar. 20): You will hit the vice president with a pellet gun in the
face, neck and chest this week, and the country wi ll provide a reaction equivalent
to a collective shrug.
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[G]Sp~s.

6et irwo\vecl.

MANIFEST IS CALLING ... PICK UP.

STUDENT ARTWORK
CALL FOR GRADUATING SENIOR AND GRADUATE STUDENT
WORK
Submit digital Images of your artwork for the Manifest 06 online
gallery. Images can Include documentation of artwork, performance,
video and film stllls. or still photog« phy. Bring a CO-ROM of your
Images to Sarah Eva Kranclc, VIsual Communicatlon Coordinator of
[C]Spaces, Glass Curtain Gallery Office Suites, 11.04 S Wabash, first
floor, 31.2.344.6645. Images should be 300 dpl, at least 5" x 5' , B&W
or Color CMYK, jpeg, tiff or scalable eps.

PERFORMANCE ARTISTS
CALL FOR TICTOC ARTISTS, PERFORMERS, AND DANCERS

[CjSpaces seeks artistically aggressive undergraduate and graduate
Columbia College students to submit to an art exhibition.
This exhibition explores and examines the New Americana. Many or today's ideals. ethics and
climates can easlty be identified as American. Definition can be drawn from consumerism,
direct ma rl<eting techniques and fast foods to family values, sexuality, entertainment and
environmental landscape.

Submit proposals for TICTOC performance art for Manifest 06, May 1.2.
TICTOC Includes art pieces that are site specific, can be performed In
the nooks and crannies of Columbia's campus, have a strong visual
element, and can be short or durationai, Interactive or static, or solo or
collaborative. TICTOC proposals can be submitted to Jennifer Friedrich,
Festival and Performance Coordinator, Glass Curtain Gallery office
suites, 11.04 S Wabash, first floor, 31.2,344.6642.

BANDS
CALL FOR BANDS AND SOLO MUSICAL ARTISTS, DANCE
TROUPES, DJS, AND SPOKENWoRD ARTISTS
Submit demos to perform on outside stages around campus during
Manifest 06 on May 1.2. The only criteria is that at least one member
of the group must be of graduate status (undergraduate or graduate).
Demo must be on a CO, OVO, video, or audio tape and have good
sound and/ or visual quality, but can be a rehearsal tape. Demo m ust
be clearly labeled with the titlepf the group, contact number and email address. Submitted dem~j be returned. O~'bs can be
submitted to Sharod Smith, Prograft\.Coordlnator of [C)Spaces, Hokln
Annex, 623 S Wabash, first floor,.31.2.344.7:188.

DEADLINE,;.MARCH 17!

WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY22

HOKIN
GALLERY
NOON!
Mark your calendars... Manifest is May 12, 2006!
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STUDENT ARTWORK
CALL FOR GRADUATING SENIOR AND GRADUATE STUDENT WORK
Submit digital Images of your artwork for the Manifest 06 online gallery. Images can Include documentation of artwork, performance, video and film stills, or still
photography. Bring a CD-ROM of your Images to Sarah Eva Kranclc, Visual Communication Coordinator of [C)Spaces, Glass Curtain Gallery Office Suites, 1104 S Wabash,
flrst floor. 312.344.6645. Images should be 300 dpl, at least
x
B&W or Color CMYII. )peg, tiff or scalable eps.

s· s·,

PERFORMANCE ARTISTS
CALl FOR ncroc ARnSTS, PERFORMERS, AND DANCERS
Submit proposals for TICTOC performance art for Manifest 06, May 12. TICTOC Includes art pieces t hat are site specific, can be performed In the nooks and crannies at
Columbia's campus. have a strong visual element, and can be short or duratlonal, Interactive or stat ic, or solo or collaborative. TICTOC proposals can be submitted t o
Jennifer Friedrich, Festival and Performance Coordinator, Glass Curtain Gallery office suites, 1 104 S Wabash, first floor, 312.344.6642.

BANDS
CAl l FOR BANOS AND SOLO MUSICAL ART1STS, DANCE TROUPES, OJS, ANO SPOKEN WORD ARTISTS
Submit demos to perform on outside stages around campys during Manifest 06 on May 12. The only criteria Is that at least one mem ber at the g roup must be of
graduate status (undergrad ua1e or graduate). Demo must be on a CD, DVD, video, or audio tape and have good sound and/or visual quality, but can be a rehearsal tape.
Demo must be clearly labeled w ith the title at the llfoup, contact number and e-mail address. Submitted demos will not be returned. Demos can be submitted to Sherod
Smith, Prollfam Coordinator at [C)Spaces. Hokln Annex, 623 S Wabash, first floor, 3 12.344.7188.

INTERNS
PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHER
Under the supervision of the [C)Spaces Director and the Visual Communication Coordinator, the Manifest 06 Project Photographer will shoot a series of Images during the
month of February to be used as the basis of the overall marketing campaign for Manifest 2006.

MUSIC MANAGEMENT INTERN
Intern Posit oon for AEMM Student Under the supervoslon of the [C)Spaces Director, the Technical Director, and the Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest Music Intern will focus
on all duties related to marketing the student and professional banda playing at the festival, as well as helping to organize the performing stages at the festival.

GAL1£RY ASSISTANT INTERN
Intern Posltlon for AEMM Student Under the supervision of the [C)Spaces Director, the Gallery Coordinators, end the Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest Gallery Assistant
Intern will play a vital role In the install811on at exhibitions, stafftng special events, and performing various tasks In the service of the festival.

TECHNOLOGY INTERN
Under the superviSion at the [C)Speces Director end the Visual Communication Coordinator, the Manifest 06 Technology Intern will assist In web marketlnll and the
coordination at dlfl)ta188181.1 end workftow Integral to the planning and promotion of Manifest.

MARKETING INTERN
Intern PO!Iltlon for AEMM Student Under the supervision of the [C]Spaoes Director, Assistant to the Director and t he Manifest Coordinator, the Menlfeat 05 Marketlni lntel'n
Will conccntmto on marketlne end promotJng end>Of year f!Venta to the Columbia Colleao and South Loop communltlos, and will play a vital role In oreanlzlna t he feetlval.

STUO!HT ORGANIZATION I~RN
Intern Po.lt lon for AEMM Stuclont Unclor tho auporvlalon at th11 Dlroctor and Coordinator of Student Leadership end t he M anifest Coordinator, the St udent Of&anlzatlon
CORE lfltern will conr~ntrlltf1 on orj/)Jnltlng uncJ duveloplngun ltlnerury or wents during Mnnlfost 06 tor the Student Government Association and Student Orllanln~tlon
Council.
PIOIWI !Wlnd rl!'lum6# l o: CMOIAnn Orown, Olroctor, [C]SpiiOilft, 1104 S. Wnb/1111, tat floor / ChiCIIIIO. IL 60606

VISIT HTTP:/ / MANIFEST.COLUM.EOU FOR COMPLETE JOB DESCRIPTIONS.
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Calumet'

Educational
Support Program
has everything you need
to be a successful photo
student. From traditional
products ta the latest
digital gear, we've got
you covered.
ISP MIMBIRS INIOY 1'HI
FOLLOWING BINIFI1'S :

• Spedo! studeni pricing on
selected products.
• Fv!l support of ol! mondoc.turers'
educational discount programs,
inciuding Columet's.

11 11 N. Cherry Ave.
Chicago, IL 60622
312.440.4920
M -F 8:30 a.m .-5:30p.m

SAT fTom 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.

890 Supreme Drive
Bensenville, IL 60106
630.860.7458
M·F 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.

• Nationwide seminars ond
!roini•~g programs on <• wide
range of subjects.
• 10 phorcgrcphic retail
cenie'S located throu!;jhovt
!he cor.!inentol Uni!ed Srote~.
• 24/? access to product
informotion and ordering.
CAlUMn PHOTOGRAPHIC'S
EDUCATlONAl SUPPORT PIOGlAM

Let's get started
- reg ister today!
Visit calumetph~.com
a nd lock for th1s 1con.

tiJ~J.~ljl
calumetphoto.com

CoMMENTARY
...
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Where politics should not be
olitics can be a ruthle ss, co l d-hearted
business. Look to the
tactics involved in virtually
any campaign and ethical
questions arise . In a critical
high-level election year,
perhaps we should n' t be
surprised that the dirty work
has already begun.
But because the race for
Cook County sheriff was
never rea lly a race to begin
with. it"s abso lutely horrifying how prominently po litics have been placed into
the recent scandal involving
six inmates who escaped
from Cook County Jail last
week.
The frightening real ity of
the story isn't j ust that individuals who were confined
to an a rea of the pri s on
reserved for the ·'worst of
the worst" made their way
back into free society for a
few days-bUI that some
accounts suggest they were
helped in going about it.
Worse. jail author iti es
were apparently notified
that a plan was going to be
carried out very soon. One
wou ld think any instituti on
responsibl e for holding convicted criminals would take
these warnings rather seriously.
But the supposed revelation about the plot being an
attempt to help the campai gn chances of form er
sheriff 's office e mpl oy ee Richard Remus would
be laughable if it weren ' t a
prison we were talking
about.

P

As the story goes so far,
correctiona l officer Darin
Gater has been charged on
multiple counts for assisting
the inmates -all in an
allegedly admitted plan to
hinder the hopes of retiring
s heriff Michael Sheahan's
hand-pi cked (and, basically,
shoo-in) choice for successor, Tom Dart. The confess ion makes for a smokescreen that's rather easy to
see thro ugh. "'Thi s sounds
like Cook County politics at
its finest."" Remus told the
Chicago Su n-Times.
S heahan had prided himself on a record that showed
no escapes occ urred over
the course of a decade. But
that doesn't mean that the
facility didn ' t have an y
problems.
For example, in January
2005, Cook County paid
more than $360,000 to settle a fede ral lawsuit from
Cello Pettiford, an inmate
who charged he and other
inmates were beaten by jail
guards in 1999.
And now S heahan has
suddenl y see n three separate escapes w ith in a matter
of months.
Corruptio n in C hicago is
fa r from anything new, but
unlike. say, the Hired Truck
scandal. we'd ex pect more
attention to be paid toward a
facili ty responsible for containing convicted criminals.
While all six escapees were
ultimate ly captured, the fact
that they were able to get
out at all should be enough
to
make
us
demand

BACK FROM TI-lE DRAWING BOARDS

changes. Grudges held by
prison em ployees should
not place innocent people
outside Cook County Jail in
harm 's way.
While next month 's primary for the sheriff election
seemed like a joke since it is
widely assumed Dart will
win in a landslide over his
lesser- known Democratic
cha llengers, the jail break
makes it no longer such a
laughing matter.
And now the l i kely
Republican candidate. Peter
Garza, will easi ly point fingers at the issue while
boasting about hi s 18 years
o f e xperience in law
e nfo rc e ment- inc I u d i ng
serving as a crimina l invest igator in the Cook County
State 's Atto rney's O ffice for
the past dozen.
The campaign is now
bound to be followed more
close ly. And in the end,
whoever succeeds Sheahan
sho uld be prepared to meet
some high expectations. A
re-examin ation of the system and how it is run is long
o verdue.
Politics Oow rather freel y
in Cook County Jail , but
nothing there should ever
co mpromi se the safety of
the pub Iic outs ide of the
jail. Whatever accusatio ns
continue to come out of the
ca mpa igns o f Dart or
Remus. we can only hope
that whoever is the next
sheriff cracks the whip and
ensures th e prison is run
e ffectively- th e way we
expect it to be.

and where they were not
his Thursday will be
the first full workout
for the Chicago Wh ite
So x as s pring trainin g
b egi ns. And now O zz ie
Gu illen, voted manager of
the year last season, will
have a task no Ch icago baseball skipper has been asked
to perform in 88 years ·
Repeat as world champion,.
If any body has earned a
vaca ti on, it 's ce rt ainly
Gui llen.
But when members of the
2005 White Sox team visited
the White lfoust Feb. 13 for
the o bligatory profcss irna l
spo rt s ph o t o - up with
Presi dent Bu s h , it was
Gu ill en whose abse.tcc was
s ingled out. G uill en's reaso nin g was the simp le ,
stra ightforward type we ' ve
come to expect from him:
He was o n vacatio n w ith hi s
fa mily.
While six players and one
other coaching staff mem ber
were also unab le to make the
trip, some C hicago fan s
complained th at Gui llen 's
decision was po l iticall y
motivated and cast a nega-

T

tive shadow (Gui llen to ld
the C hi cago Tribun e ,
" People think [Ve nezue la
President Hugo] C havez and
I are lovers.") But these critics shou ld realize just how
ridiculous their own complain ts about Guillen 's
cho ice truly are.
A terrific example of the
misplaced anger would be
the boncheaded '"d isappo intmen t" expressed by Mayor
Ri chard Da ley. As it can be
t y picall y expected f rom
Daley. he •:xpressed frustration with :.omething he has
no con tr o l over- i n thi s
case, having every member
of his favorite Chicago ba,cball team go pose with the
president. "' I don' t know
wh o you are," Daley said
about Guillen. " Maybe you
think you ' re too important."
We know Gu illen is thickskinned enoug h to shrug off
comm ents like th at, even if
they are essentia lly coming
from people who just four
months ago worshipped the
manager and arc now plunging kni ves into his back. The
"once-i n-a- lifetime-opportu-

nity'" argument is completely irrelevant fo r one simple
reason: G uillen has a lready
met Bush.
He was part of the 2003
Florida Marlins when that
team vi s ited the White
House. And cons idering the
unfo rge ttabl e se ri es o f
events durin g that year's
post-season, Sox fans smile
at the negati ve imagery it
conjures up in the memories
of Cub fans.
But we ' re new to be ing
winners when it comes to
baseba ll in C h icago. And
perhaps now that this '" in cident" is be hind us- even
13ush sa id he didn ' t think it
was a big dea l we can
clearly identi fy the die- hards
fr o m t h e Jo hnn y -comelatc lies.
13ccausc in the end, any
true be li ever that "good
guy' wear black" was shrugging off this overhyped issue
from th e very beg inning.
After a ll , we knew fu ll well
that G ui llen can a lways go
to the White House when the
team wins it all again this
year.
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Chris GaltevoiThe Chronicle

lETTERS TO TI-lE EDITOR:

Sc ience In stitute is important to
Columbia
Thank you for printing the story about
the imminent merger of the Science
Institute and the Science and Math
Department
(" Department merger
ignites controversy," Feb. 6). I was,
however, dismayed at the representation
of the Institute-especially on the timeline.
The clear message that I got (granted,
I work for the Institute, so forgive any
bias) from the events included on the
timeline is that the Institute is some sort
of bastard child of the Science and Math
Department, that it doesn't have a right
to ex istence in the first place and that it
has been a source of trouble ever since its
inception.
Where is mention of the Institutefunded out r~ach trip to Kenya several
years ago. an invaluable experience for
the student workers who decided to go
(not to mention the effect on the universities and schools that the group visited
there)? Where is the mention of at least
one of the multitude of awards bestowed
upon Zafra Lcnnan. Ph.D .. fo r her work
in human rights and scientific research?
And in 2004, the Science Institute itself
received the l leucr Award as the Best

Undergraduate Program in Science.
How about Lerman's meeting with
President Warrick L. Carter last year
(when we first caught wind of a rumored
merger), during which Carter declared
that no merger between the two departments was in the works?
Or maybe the $5 million the Institute
raised since its creation (during which
the Science and Math Department raised
nothing), making it unnecessary to use
the school's tuition dollars to fund us
(this is what Lerman meant by ·"jealousy
in academics")? This money is currently
used for research and for outfitting the
Science
Visualization
and
Communication Computer Lab with upto-date equipment to allow students in
ou r c lasses to create projects us ing
equipment that they would not otherwise
even be able to touch until perhaps their
junior or sen ior years.
And this lener would not be complete
without mention of the controversy surrounding the ridiculous and absolutely
unnecessary firing of Mark Phillips, head
of the cartoons lampooning Carter and a
now former co-worker of mine at the
Institute. Independent, clever and vigorously creative individuals like him are
the kind of people Columbia should nurture and reward.
It seems to me that with these "midnight computer lab raids" and secret
mergers (clearly without representation
of the departments being merged) among
the powers that be at Columbia, this
school is beginning to look more and
more like a some sort of wacky authoritarian regime. And I would wish that
next time. The Chronicle would make
more of an eflort to fairly represent both
sides of the issue--not just the negatives.

- Radek Michalik
Junior
Complller Animation

Have a n opinion about something you read on these pages? D id you
catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or be lieve strongly
about an issue that faces a ll of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a Letter to the Edito r? At the bottom of Page 17 you' ll find a
set of g uidel ines o n how to do th is. Let us hear from you .
- The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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The Orwellian States of America
way they were before the war, but
when they don't end, the sacrifices
made on libenies become perrnanent.
Hearing the Pentagon use a tenn
like ''long war" should terrify people, if not make them angty. After
all, we passed the Patriot Act as
temporary legislation and we are
al lowing the government to
domestically spy on us because we
want to win the War on Terror as
fast as poss ib!e, right? Well, that is
assuming there will be an end, that
we will one day defeat every terrorist there is and ach ieve peace
through war.

;,res Ewert
81

.
,us;stant City Beat Ed1tor

George O rw e ll mu s t have
seemed like a~ absolute nut, 1f not
paranoid sch1zophren1c, 58 years
: , when he wrote the prophetic
0
~k !984 thinking that 11 wou ld
actuallY come true so":'e day Well ,
,, ears after the pred1Ct1on was to
;;a~erialize, Orwell's vision is takmgshape.
. .
Although we may not be ltvmg
111 1 direct vision of the soc1ety
ci•picted in /984, we are ltvmg m
a' society that is eerily. similar.
Let's just look at a few thmgs that
lt?ve been happenmg m the news:
Companies are beginning to
implant computer chips into the
arms of employees. Chicago is tryin• to install cameras in every
;q~are inch· of public space.
Internet search engines are keeping
1rock of what people are looking for
and handing it over to government
agencies. Our ow~ gove~ment is
conducting domesttc survetllance of
suspected "terrorists"-and we all
know a "terrorist" can be anyone.
What may be most fri ghtening
is that this past month the
Pentagon released a new defense
strategy that takes a 20-year look
into the future. Along with a nearly 5 percent increase in the budget, the 92-page document mentions something that would make
Orwe ll glad to be dead a lo ng
war. It doesn't say the War on
Terror, the war in Iraq or the war
in Afghanistan; it uses the broad
·' long war"-and it u~es it 43
times.
_ .....
Anyone miliar with 1984
would knOw that it hinges on conDid anyone out there just catch
stant warfare. That to contro l the that whole th ing about peace
morale of an entire society there through war? Sounds a lot like one
must be~ state of perpetual fight- of the phrases used throughout
ing. Without war, how can a gov- Orwell's book: "war is peace. "
ernment make concessions on With that logic, fighting for peace
people'.erights and Jibenies under is a lot like having sex for chastithe guise of secu•ity and protec- ty.
tion for the country? Wars generFor those not familiar with the
<•lly end and things reven to the book o r the the term "wa r is

peace," the tenn "Big Brother"
should sound familiar. No, not the
wonhless su mmenime reality TV
seri es, but the all-powerful and
mighty figure that watches over
yo ur every motion and every
thought.
Newsnash: Big Brother is neither him nor her, nor is it anything
real for that matter. In the book,
Big Brother is an idea created
purely for the installation of fear
and paranoia in every citizen. In
the book the idea worked because
a t eve ry moment people were
being watched and their thoughts
were being monitored.

I

Josh Covarrubiasffhe Chronicle
What's next, now that Chicago
has already set up scores of cameras across city neighbo rhoods
and attempting to set up even
more? Telescrecns in our living
rooms and kitc he ns? Quickly
think about how often you are on
camera per day, how many hours
of your life are captured on some
type of survei llance camera, be it

Roamin'
Numerals

public or private.
Although detractors will say we
are far from the tyrannical proletariat society described in the
book, we are st ill treading far too
close. It woul d be obscene to
ignore at least a sl ight correlation
between today's society and the
book's.
There is a reason why we constantly hear references to Orwell's
book, and it 's because it is invading our I ives in a very sick and
twisted way. Ever hear someone
say "2+2=5" and not smile as if it
is a joke? What about the phrase
" Who controls the past now, controls the future. Who controls the
present now, controls the past"?
Radiohead and Rage Against The
Machine did not come up with
those words- Orwell did.
It didn't take two minutes, but
did saying th e P led ge of
Al legiance in sc hool kind of freak
you out a bit- make you say
something you didn ' t actually
think? Whi le you were being
taught about how America slaughtered Indians during the 1800s,
you were saying to yourse lf, with
your hand over your hean, " ind ivisible, with libeny and justice for
all."
And now, the beautiful concept
of " double t hink " rears it s
grotesque head, spewing from it is
truth and lies, and no one knows
what to believe. On one hand, the
country murdered thousands upon
thousands of innocent people in
the name of God. And on the
other, teachers arc reprimanding
students for not standing or using
their left hand.
The forces in 198-1 did not necessarily prevail because of their
ability to make people say the
opposite of what they think, but
because they made people think
the opposite of what is true .
Doublethink is the power of holding

two

contradict in g

3
Number of times 25year-old Alana May
was caught by police
w hi le having sex in
public o n Feb. 9- a ll
with in a 30 -minute
tim espan. Both May
and her unide nti tied
compani on were arrested on the g rounds of
Selby Abbey, North
Yorks, in England.

325,000
Number of names in a
U.S. database of internatio nal terrorism s us pects or people suspected of a iding them ,
according to a Feb. IS
report The figure is
four times the number
in 2003.

35
N umber of years after a
gardening accident that
84-year-old Guy '' Bud''
H art coughed up the
inch-long nail deeply
embedded in his body
since 1970.

Choice Cuts

beliefs

''

simultaneously. So, in that r~spec t ,
evety_thing is OK- only i(s not.

"For him to concl ude
that I have the ejaculatory capacity to hit the
screen is ludicrous_At
48, I don ' t have the
distance_"

Benchmarking Benchley's 'Jaws'
E>y Cyryl Jaltubo.\ski

Assistant Commentary Editor

The Great White malfunctioning
rubber fish glided through the dark
waters 31 years aoo launch itt" the
hl>:>ckbuster movie · phenome~10n,
~sta~Jishing Steven Sp ielberg as a
household name and keeping us
out of that water for decades. Quite
:1 lish.
But the success of Jaws , a long
·.11th the legion of fans who st iII
quote Matt Hooper, Police Chief
.'vlanm Brody or Quint, shouldn ' t
overshadow the original work of
the author.
Peter Bench ley was 34 years o ld
when he published his bestselling
novel about a s~ark that terrorized
Amity, a seas id e commun it y
dependent on the income generated
lrom tourism. Benchley passed
·~~vay Feb.!! at the age of 65, and
' en though he wrote other novels
;uch as The Deep and Beasr it was
Jaws that instilled a fear or' sharks
11110
our hearts; a fear which most
•Cientists who study those mon-

strous creatures would call illogi- anthems Cl had a little drtnk about
on hour ago, and it went straight to
caL
The book and the movie arc sep- my head"), the book is meticulous
arate entit ies now. Saying that the when it comes to detai ling the
book is usually better than the charaLiers funha "hilc sti ll manmovie is tricky when dealing with aging to tickle our spines.
Benchlcy makes the characters
a nove l such as Jaws, however. I
picked up the 1974 novel a few seedier, darker and quicker to lose
weeks ago. Being a fan of the their tempers. Quint, a modem-day
Sp ielberg vehicle, I was curious to Ahab, is more intense- he uses
dolphin fet uses as
read the novel for
bait and gets very
Spielberg did with
the first time- bet'laws ' what Benchlev defensive if someter late than never.
Midway through couldn 't- he made ii u one calls him stupid. Hooper is a
the book I learned
household name.
sleaze who sleeps
abo ut
P eter
Bench ley's death. While his death wit h Orody's wife. And Chief
and my reading of the book were Brody is still Brody, but more
purely coincidental, it helped in my brooding and contemplative.
Critics of the book have said that
a ppre~' at i on of the novel by itself.
Somehow the book has grown on it was just an average. trashy action
me by nesh ing out the characters nove l that translated better on film.
to an extent that the lilm never- But the two shou ld be separated as
could have. We have an idea of stand-alo ne products, wit h both
what Chief Brody, Quint and deserving credit. Spielberl,\'s Jaws
Hooper look and sound like by had the mus1c. likabl e characters
hav ing watched the fi lm in our and cinematic scope, wh ile Peter
youth . But even though fa ns know Bcnchley·s Jau •,· was a tighr story
th e famou s lines and drunken surrounding a man's duty to pro-

~~a Chron1de IS a student-produced
........,lion of Columbia College Chicago and
OOes rot necessanly represent, •n whole or 1n
!>art. the Vtews of college adMinistrators
faculty or students
·

pro All lex~ photos and graphics are the
Porty of The Columbia Chrontcle and may
not bt reproduced or published without
written permission.

Editorials arc the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns arc the opinions of the author(s).

Views expressed in this publication arc those
of the w riter and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle. Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

t~ct the citi>~ns of Amity f1om a
man-eating shark ten·orizing the
beaches. But the shark is a ph) sica! metaphor of the un~asc Brotl;
kcls while deali ng with the troubles of a stal-.! marriage in a gated
community.
Bench ley should get most of the
credit for crafting such an intere~ t
ing and stylishly told st01y. Even
thoug h Bcnchley co-wrote the
screenplay. reading the novel now,
one can see why Spielberg wanted
to make it into a lilm. The film 's
class and sty le, along with the
growing sense of suspense overshadow any sho11comings of the
book.
Spielberg did with Jmvs what
Benchley couldn ' t- he made it a
household name . The popu larity
of the movie surpassed the popularity of the book since it gave us
action and a Ho llywood ending
better than the book 's, along with a
rubber shark named Bruce. Rob<'l1
Shaw as Quint and that ch1lling
John William ~ musical score that "
~ynony m ous with fear and dan,:tcr.

Letters to the editor mus1 1nch..d~ full na'T'Ie year n 1C\J(>'
dOd pnone numbPr A I letters are ed1:ed for gr.:~mm:;.• and
may be cut d.Je to a 1-n,1ed soace
lett~rs can be taxed to (312) 344-8430
e-mailed to Chromclc@colum edu or ma11ec1 to
The Columbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Parkway
Suite 224, ChiC<Igo,IL. 60605-1996
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Fort Collins, Colo .. res ident Larry Holgerson
responding to charges
that he masturbated o nto
a com\luter scn.:cn at the
Morgan Librarv on Jan.
27. llolgerson appeared
in court last week. and
the only witness. Robert
Cerd-a, said he did not
see the 48-year-old comm it the act. But he did
see Holgerson mak ing
stange movements and
walked over to where
the man had been silting,
only to find a sticky
mess.

The Columbia Chronicle
33 E. Congress Parkway
Suite 224
Chicago. IL 60605-1996

''
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Advertising Fax: (312) 344-8032
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The Department of Liberal Education and the Office of the Dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences in collaboration with
the Columbia Chronicle, the Journalism Department and the Art & Design Department announce

~

The 2006 Paula Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

Political Cartoon Contest
Deadline for submissions:

Friday, March 17th
Sund Su bm iss ions to:
Politi1:ul Curt.uon Contosl
c:/o Tun!HII l'l'tldoH-'l'm·t·uii'H
Lihm·11l J•:ducu tiutt Duput·lmunt
O:ltl s. Mi ·hii(UII /\VII . , !JOOA

..

~· ·.

.

Two $a50 first prizes
Two $250 second prizes &
Two $ 150 third prizes
will be awarded in each of two
categories, singl1• pnnol a nd
multaplo pnnol cartoons.
The six winning ca rtoons will be
selected by n jm·y, which will
include faculty ft-om vnrious
depot·tments, o studont ond 1.\
professionl.\l ctutoonist. Submitted cua·t,oon:'l must be dt·nwn oa·
printml in blnck ink on 8.tr x 11"
whito pnpoa·. lncluclo nnmo,
uddrol!l!, phone oml st.udent ID
numlHll' on book of tllltt·y.
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Apple Store at Columbia College
Suite 224
33 East Congress Parkway

(312)-344-8622
www.colum.edu/applestore
applestore@colum.edu
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attention seniors
~n~tkl~ru Ctft~ •/211.1
www.colum.edu/commencement
is your check point for:
• information on Commencement and Manifest
• details on the May 14, 2006 graduation ceremonies
•the sen iors listserv for informative email updates
•travel and hotel information
Visit today and check back often!
You MUST visit the site to join the listserv!
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City Beat

Surveillance:
Group creates
website with
camera postings
Continued/rom Back
forcing them to set up across
the street with a tripod and
zoom lens, Holmes said.
After the locations were plotted. the hardest part for students
was trying to figure out what to
do with the infonnation, said
oelle Mason, a fonne r student
in the class.
"We needed to present the
infonnation in a way that was
not critical," Mason said. "We
wanted ou r viewers to make a
decision [of the findings) on
their own in tenns of whether or
not it was beneficial to society."
So the gro up created the
Open-Loop.org website, posting the maps with each camera
location with additional information on the project a nd the
history of surveillance in the
United States.
"We are just tying to raise
awareness of the number of
cameras," Mason said. "We all
know they're there but not to
what extent."
Mason said that following
completion of the class. other
students have stepped forward,
continued with the research and

updated the database as new
cameras have been installed.
Within a few years Holmes
would like to make the Open
Loop website more interactive
by allowing users to update new
cameras on their own.
Both Mason and Holmes said
the issue of public surveillance
should be taken seriously
because of the increasing number of cameras and the recent
proposal by Suarez.
Alderman Joe Moore, 49th
Ward, said the issue of surveillance should be left up to individual busi nesses and installing
more cameras throughout the
city is an over reaction to a
problem that doesn 't exist.
"I t;1ir1k it is ridic ulous,"
Moore said. "There has been no
showing that there is a need for
the cameras."
The Loop is the most recorded area of C hicago, Mason said,
primarily because of its number
of thriving financial institutions.
Mason graduated in the
spring of 2005 with a degree in
sculpture and continues with
her effort to keep peop le
infonned about the Open Loop
project.
"What I liked most about the
project was the owners hip
aspect," Mason said. ··we all
worked together to research,
collect the information and then
present it to people in an appro-

priate manner."

Mauricio RubiofThe Chronicle

Private surveillance systems like this one at 33 E.
Congress Parkw ay, make up roughly half of the 400-plus
cameras in the Loop. Students from the School of the Art
Institute began documenting surveillance systems two
years ago.

Jose de Luna's costumes are some of the features of the new exhibit The African Presence in
Mexico: From Yanga to the Present at the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum. 1852 W. 19th St.

Museum:
Exhibit explores
race Issues m
Mexico, Chicago
Continued from Back Page
realized that we had to do an
exhibit and catalogue on this perspective."
Moreno, who is the museum 's
visua l arts director and co-curator
for "The African Presence in
Mexico" exhibit, said the museum wants to shed light on this
aspect of Mexico still neglected
in the country. He also sa id that
Mexico has a "not in my backyard mentality" about AfroMexicans li ving in the country.
He also said the A frican presence
is greater in Mexico than citizens
realize.
"More people are from Africa
than from the Iberian Peninsula
[in Spain]." Moreno said.
An ethnic population display
about the Trans-Atlantic Slave
Trade, which took place from
approximately 15 70 to 1810,
s hows that .2 percent of Mexico's
population was from Spain and
.07 pe rcent was Afro-Mexican.
However, in 18 10, the Spanish
population stayed at .2 percent
while the Afro-Mexican group
rose to I 0.1 percent.
Today, around I percent
of the Mexican population is Afro-Mexican ,
according to th e U.S.
State Department.

Gf ALLfANCI: Dance Co
'Presents

.J\.Journey
at
Harold W ashington Library
3 12-747-4050

...,....

J

Feb 22nd, Wed 12:15- l :!Spm
Free afternoon lectur e demo

Jazz, 'Ba {[e t, :Hip-:Hoy, :Modern & :Morel

with fUll con cert
Feb 25th, Sat at 8pm
also
Freedo m Hall in Park Forest
708-747-0580
4IO Lakewood Blvd

Adult tickets $I 8
Student and Seniors $I 0
630-205-5864
GIJenD@hotnuil.com
See o ur listing at - sccchicagod.ancc.com

March 4th, Sat at 8pm
Featuring some of Chicago's
H ottest C ho reographers!

" The African Presence in
Mexico," which cove rs 1519 to
the present, features artwork from
18th century to contemporary
artists. The exhibit also features a
display on the controversial
Mexican
cartoon
character
Memin Pinguin. T he cartoon ,
which first appeared in Mexico in
1945, is an Afro-Mexican boy
with exagge rated facial features.
Pinguin appeared on five postage
stam ps in Mexico last year.
A It hough this character is
beloved by some in Mexico, others find the cartoon racist.
Elena Gonzales, the associate
director of development and the
curator of the "W ho Are We
ow?" exhibit , explained why
Pinguin. who sti ll is in print
today, jumped from a local ca rtoon to an international discussion on rac is m .
"The re's a very important facet
of Memin Pinguin [in that] the
comic book is pop culture,"
Gonzales said. "The problem is
when the government of Mexico
used the stamp as the ambassador
of the country."
Gonzales said that if there's
going to be change in racial sensitivity in Mexico, people have to
speak up about the issue.
Gonzales added that the
Mex1can and African-American
communities in Chicago worked
together to help get Haro ld
Washington elected ma yor of

Chicago in 1983. Alton Miller,
who served as the press secretary
to the late mayor, sa id that
although the Latino community
helped get Washington elected, it
wasn't race as much as different
communit y organizations that put
him in office.
"As a matter of policy,
[Washington) looked at the
C hicago non-government organizations and brought them into
government," Miller said.
Miller, who is a lso the associate
dean of the School of Media Arts
at
Columbia,
said
that
Was hington won becau se he
sought out help from groups that
otherwise didn't have a voice at
City Hall. After winning, he
made many o f these community
leaders city commissioners .
Visitors can wnte their comments on race issues and the
exhibit at the "Common Goals.
Common Struggles , Comm on
Ground" section of the show.
Moreno said that the exhibit has
received a good response.
'"For the most part. everyone
has been positive [about the
exhibit]. especially from the
African-American community,"
Moreno said.

The African Presence in
Mexico: From Yanga to rile
Present · is now sltuu·ing at the
1\1exicon
Fine Ans Center
Museum, /851 II' 19th St. The
exhibit mns until Sepr. 3.
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a sophomore majoring in political
science at Northeastern Illino is
University, would not be able to
pay for college. The 19-year-old,
who pays for her own schooling,
said she would otherwise have to
continue her education at a less
expensive community college.
Currently, an estimated 28,000
students take advantage of the act
in Illinois, according to the Center
for Urban Economic Development
at the University of Chicago.
Sen' : don't th ink that the price
is worth it, especially when it is
spent on students who aren't in the

Immigration:
Undocumented
students receive
financial help
Continued from Back Page

dents, for the most part, federal aid
is off limits. The Mexican
American Leg1l Defen~c and
Education Fund offers 93 partial
scholarships to Hispanic students,
some regardless of their immigration status. However, only a third
"It's inappropriate to be
of the awards are specifically for asking the state 's taxpayers
Hispanic students, and even then
to be subsidizing the educathe aid may not be enough.
tion of somebody who's not
"There may be some private
legally in the country."
scholarships available to [undocumented students] , but certainly
-Jack Mar tin, special projnothing in the way of federal or
state loans or grants.'· said Fred ects ma nager fo r the Federation
fo r American Immigr ation
Tsao, policy director at the Illinois
Reform
Coalition for Immigrant and
Refugee Rights.
country legally.
But the In-State Tuition Act has
..lt·s inappropriate to be asking
helped decrease the tuition bill. To the state ·s taxpayers to be subsibe eligible. an undocumented stu- dizing the education of somebody
dent must have lived in his or her who's not legally in the country,''
state of residency for four years. said Jack Martin, special projects
graduated from high school, met director at the Washington D.C.
admissions standards and applied based Federation for American
for legal status.
Immigration Refonn , a national
Although the act saves money nonprofit organization that aims to
for undoc umented studen ts, it stop illegal immigration.
costs the state of Illinois between
Tsao said that many undocuS3. 3 million anrl S 11.6 miilion for mented students, like Rodriguez,
c.ach gradu.1ting class. Since the didn't have a choice in coming to
ac! dccsa't ~eccive any state fund- the United States because they
ing, the mt!lions are p~td off by were brought illegally as children.
Illinois residents' income tax dol"We underwrite tuition for other
lars.
state residents. which is part of a
Without the act, Rodrigu~z. now deciston we've made,.. Tsao said.

" If somebody has grown up and
gone to school in Illinois, they
should be able to have the same
opportun ities a~ other students."
Every decade more Hispanic
immigrants come to the United
States, according to the U.S.
Census, which reported that
Illinois had the sixth-greatest number of immigrants enter the state in
2004. The Illinois Coalition for
Immigrant and Refugee Rights
believes that nearly 500,000
undocumented immigrants live in
the state, and 225,000 live in
Chicago.
The problem isn't that undocumented immigrants aren't as well
prepared for college. A study
released by the Center for Urban
Economic Development at U of C
showed that there is very little difference between the GPAs of
undocumented students and students who are citizens.
However, some anti-immigrant
organizations, like the Federation
American
Immigration
for
Reform. don't think that states
should offer the act to students .
.. [The act] is illegal, and we
have challenged it in a court case
as being unlawful activity by a
state,.. Martin said.
The act contradicts a 1996 fede ral law that prohibits states from
providing in-state tuition rates to
undocumented students, he said.
However, states bypass this legislation by requiring students to till
out an affidavit stating they plan to
apply for residency.
Meanwhile, Alabama, Alaska,
Florida. Mississippi and North
Carolina have been working to ban
in-state tuition rates for undocumented immigrants.

Mauricio Rubio!The Chronicle

Although S e n. Barack Obama wa s not in office w he n the InState Tuition Act was pass ed, he does s uppo rt the DREAM
Act, a s imilar bill that will help s tudents like Marilu Rod riguez.
Nonetheless, the act received undocumented students are going
overwhelming support when it to college, the state saves money
passed the Il linois House and by not paying for as many special
Senate.
civil services, such as criminal jusJosh Bernstein, director of fed- tice.
eral policy at the National
" Most undocumented immtImmigration Law Center, believes grants face barriers, but they have
the act should be considered "com- the ambition and drive to overmon sense legislation." Illegal come circumstances,"''Bernstein
immigrants put money into public said. "They're ' ft special gri:rup of
colleges that otherwise wo uldn 't kids. We sho uldn' t 'be holding
be there, he said. Since many more them back."
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Lawe~erts

delve into issue

of civil liberties
Panel discusses the
fight for civil liberties
and the War on Terror
By James Ewert
Assistant City Beat Ed itor

Ever s ince the United States
became a country and the
Constitution was drafted, there
have been times of war in which
many of the rights and liberties outlined in the 229 year old doc ument
have come under debate. The
events of 9/ 1I have taken that discussion to a whole new level.
On Feb. 14, the issue was taken
to the University of Chicago's
Social Science Research building,
I 126 E. 59th St., for a panel discussion, " Defending Democracy :
Balancing the F ight for Civil
Liberties with the Fight Against
Terrorism."
The panelists included iormer
assistant U .S. Anomey of New
York Andrew McCarthy, who prosecuted some of the terrorists
responsible for the ftrSt bombing of
the World Trade Center in I993;
Geoffrey Stone, co-editor of the
Supreme Court Review; and Judge
Richard Posner, who was the chief
judge of the 7th Circuit U .S. Court

of Appeals from 1993 to 2000.
T hey discussed the balance
between national security and civil
liberties in a completely new era.
"The new prevention paradigm
we are in is one where we' re trying
to be up front, we' re tying to be preemptive; we' re trying to inte rcept
plots and basically choke the m in
the cradle before they get momentum that can tum into som ething
that's serious," McCarthy said.
McCarthy said, in the period
from 1993 to 200 I, the United
State•,or rosecuted 29 terrorists successfully, but he said that the government basically waited for something to happen and then jumped
into action .
"The evidence in the cases,
which are aimed at choking plots at
a very early stage, is never going to
be as sexy and as emotionally gripping as the kind of evidence that we
dealt with in the I990s," McCarthy
said. " They are going to involve
intrusions into people's liberties."
McCarthy explained from experience that the criminal j ustice system can work in prosecuting te rrorists, but it wi ll take some concessions of liberties from the general
public.
Stone, a Jaw professor at
University of Chicago, said people

Geoffrey Stone, professor and co-editor of the Supreme Court Review, speaks at the panel discussion 'Defending Democracy", held at the University of Chicago's Social Science Research building,
1126 E. 59th St
have to decide what is at stake
when it comes to freeing someone
who is dangerous or possibly confining som eone who is innocent.
Stone offered a more historical
look at the issue, bringing up
Abraham Lincoln 's suspension of
Habeas Corpus during the Civil
War, the Sedition Acts of 1798 and
I9 18, the internment of thousands
of Japanese citizens during WWII
and the FBI surveillance of more
than half a mi lli on Americans
opposed to the Vietnam War. Stone
said the difference between those
intrusions on civil liberties and the
ones we are making today is that
the war going on today doesn't
have a clear end point.
"The sacrifices we make in our

liberties today will not be eliminated in three to five years; they will
become essentially permanent parts
of the American legal and constitutional structure," Stone said. " And
that should make us partic ularly
wary about making those sacri-

fices."
Stone suggested that people not
rule out compromises of civil liberties for maners of fighting terrorism
and protecting national security, but
that they should have a mind set of
deep skepticism .
Posner said approaching sacrifices in civil liberties with skepticism is valid, but to have it as a
result of history is not. Posner said
nothing of what Stone offered about
the historical perspective is relevant

today. Posner spoke largely of the
legal ity of the curre nt wire-tapping
issue, saying that s ituation was
where most of the infringements on
civil liberties have come from.
Toward the end of the night, the
discussion turned into an esoteric
war o f words with Posner and
Stone play fully debating the legality of domestic spy ing.
Posner, however, did offer two
solutions for the issue of wire-tapping: A rule requiring all information obtained through the surveillance to be used only in maners of
national security, and a rule requiring the agency in charge of the surveillance program to report to a
congress ional comminee periodically to review their tactics.

Art Institute sheds light on underexposed artist with new painting exhibit
Pieces include
sketches used for
larger works
By Ma:k Byrne
Staff Writer

For the next few months the Art
Institute will host a new exhibit
featuring Fre nch Romantic artist
Anne-Louis Girodet de RoussyTrioson, giving Chicago a comprehensive view of the mostly
unknown painter 's work.
The exhibit, "G irodet: Romantic
Rebel," opened to the public on
Feb. I I and will run through April
30. It features over I00 paintings
and sketches by the artist. Girodet,
who lived from I 767 to I 824,

remains relatively underexposed
even though he amassed a large
body of work.
The exhibit was organized by
Sylvain Bellenger, ch ief curator of
the National Patrimony at the
Institute National d'Histoire de
I' Art, Pari s, and brought to
Chicago by Larry Feinberg, the Art
Institute's curator of European
Painting, and Jay A. C larke, the
associate c urator o f prints a nd
drawings.
"The show was a tremendous
s lee per blockbuster in Pa ris,"
Feinberg said.
Feinberg said he thinks that
Girc-Je' is a revelation for some
people, and that they rediscover
Romanticism when they see his
work. Romanticism is marked by

dramatic and imaginative subject
matter us ually derived from literature or history. Girodet was one of
the first artists to fit within the category.
C larke s aid that it was Girodet's
progressive style that set him apart
from othe r painters at the time.
" What Girodet does he re is he
com bines contemporary history
with a ncie nt history," C larke
explained, making specific reference to his piece "The Spirits of
French Heroes Welcomed by
Ossian into Odin's Paradise," a
portrayal of a Nordic myth that was
popular i.n France. The painting
depicts French soldiers surrounded
by ghostly figures in a mystical
forest e nvironment.
" During the time period, people

didn't quite know what to make of
it," C larke said. "They thought that
it was very complex, full of political allegory. Today we see it as a
sort of precursor to Romanticism."
The exhibit not only features
many of Girodet's paintings, but
numerous sketches and drawings
that he did in prepa ration for larger
works. This includes everything
from nude figure studies to full
sketches of his ideas for paintings.
Feinberg considers one of
G irodet's portraits to be the most
important in the dis play.
"One of the most g lorious paintings of this period by any artist is
the wonderful portrait of JeanBaptiste Belley," Feinberg sa id.
Belley was a fom1e r Senega lese
s lave who rose to be a diplomat.

Girodet painted the African man in
a very regal manner, like a portrait
of Napoleon .
"[He was] a very important man
treated in a very important way,"
Feinberg said.
The display is in the Regenstein
Hall in the Art Institute. The paintings and sketches are accompanied
by informational panels conce rning Girodet's life and his motivation for the pieces, as well as a
timeline of his life and significant
French events that shaped it.
"This is an important occasion
for us and the city of Chicago,"
said James Cuno, president a nd
director of the Art Inst itute. "The
task that we have over the next
three months is to Jet people know
who Girodet is."

James who'!
O n Feb. 8, a 41-year-old ma n attempted to steal a
book from the Haro ld Washington Library, 400 S .
State St. The offender tried to take Hide and Seek
by James Patterson , but security alarms went off
as the offender tried to leave the library. The
offender was detained by library security until
police arrived.

C lin gy boyfrie nd
On Feb. 8, a 22-year-old woman broke up with he r
2 1-year-old boyfriend in h is apartment at 90 I S.
State St. She said that he was too clingy, and he
had begged her to stay with him . The victim 's
boyfriend chased her down three n ights of stairs
and threw he r to the side walk. The victim n ed by
taxi cab and contacted po lice .

No o ne bea ts the CTA
A 37-year-o ld man was caught jumping a turnstile
at the CTA station at 608 S . State St. on Feb. 7.
The offender was c harged with thcfi of services.

Generation ga p mishap
A 50-year-old man was robbed after he comme nted on a 22-year-o ld man 's baggy pants on Feb. 2 .
TI1e offender said, " Who the fuc k are you to tell us
how to dress?" T he offender stole the victim 's
wallet containing $50, a social security card and a
Medicaid card. The offender also took the victim 's
art s upplies. The offender kicked the victim in the
side a nd stomped on hi s hand. The victim was
taken to Me rcy Hospital.

Access denied

X

Acctn

Den ied

On Feb. 6, a 39-year-old man was working sec urity a t Pacific Garden Mi ss ion , 646 S. Stale St.. and
denied entry to a 42-year-old man . The victim said
he was punched in the face afier he refused to let
the offender in. The offender was detained by
security until the police arrived , and he was taken
into custody.

Compiled by Chronicle staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department.
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C ilYBEAT
Students keep eyes on Loop surveillance
Website maps out
some 400 cameras in
Chicago's Loop
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

A group of students at the
School of the Art Institute may
have their work cut out for them
if a recent proposa l by 31st Ward
Alderman Ray Suarez passes in
City Hall later this year.
In the spring semester of2004,
12 students began documenting
security cameras in the Loop that
were recording on pub lic property. The extensive mapping effort

Race issues
on display

showed nearly 300 cameras that
year. By 2005, it increased to
400, and now that number could
grow again.
In January public safety officials endorsed a proposa l
brought forward by Suarez
requiring all businesses open
more than 12 hours a day to
install survei llance systems.
Suarez said that by installing
cameras at the entrance and in
front of cash registers of businesses, customers would have a
better sense of security. He also
said businesses are not doing
their part when it comes to monitoring parking lots they own.
"I've had people come to me

and say they are uncomfortable
at some establishments," Suarez
said. "So it's a safety aspect."
Out of the hundreds of cameras within the Loop, bordered
by Wacker Drive, Michigan
Avenue, Congress Parkway and
Lake Street, more than half are
privately installed by businesses
and companies.
Government institutions, the
city of Chicago and the Police
Department also have cameras
visible by the pub lic eye.
The mapp ing was a collaborative effort by the students in the
Art of Surveillance class at the
School of the Art Institute, said
Tiffany Holmes, professor of the

class. Students also touched on
the history of closed circuit television and the ways artists deal
with surveillance in society.
The idea for the database came
after a visit by Bill Brown, cofounder of the Surveillance
Camera Players, a New Yorkbased group opposed to the use
of video surveillance. Brown
lead Holmes and students on a
short walking tour along Lake
Street and Wabash Avenue.
"He pointed out all of the cameras monitoring public activity,"
Ho lmes said. "That was the
inspiration to go back and map
out the entire Loop."
The group broke down a Loop

map into quadrants of four city
blocks. Throughout the semester,
pairs of students plotted the cameras on the maps and used video
cameras to record the locations
in an effort to determine ownership.
" We were surprised by how
many [cameras] there [were],"
Holmes said. "Everyday we
would find more and more."
While the students were documenting the cameras, many curious pedestrians stopped to see
what they were doing. Students
were also stopped when taking
images of government cameras,
See Surveillance, Page 21

'Rush'ing to the finish line

Museum takes closer
look at African and
Mexican communities
By Eric Kasang
Assistant City Beat Editor
Difficulty can be an understatement when an organization
attempts to explain or exhibit the
subject of race relations. It it can
be a challenge to properly contextualize race issues from another country. The Mexican Fine
Arts Center Museum, however, is
confronting the issue of race,
both domestically and intemationally,'in new exhibit.
The museum is presenting
"The African Presence in
Mexico: From Yanga to the
Present," "Who Are We Now?
Roots,
Resistance
and
Recognition" and "Common
Goals, Common Struggles and
Common Ground." This threepart exhibit at the Mexican Fine
Arts Center Museum, 1852 W.
19th St. , deals with the African
presence in Mexico and the complicated relationship between
African-American and Mexican
in
Ch icago.
communities
Cesareo Moreno said the museum got the idea for the exhibit
after hearing about a conference
on the Afro-Mexican presence in
Mex ico in 1997.
"In 1998, the Mexican Fine
Arts Center Museum went down
[to Mexico] to see w hat was
go ing on [about the AfroMexicans]," Moreno sa id. " We

a

See Museum, Page 21

C hicago Rush wideout C.J . Joh ns o n d a nces a ro und Darryl Hammond and C lint Stoerner of the Nashville Kats d u ring their
regu lar season ma tchup Feb. 12. C hi cago ed ged o ut Nashville o n the last play of the g ame, conve rting on a 2-point convers ion.

Undocumented students find hope in Tuition Act
Legislation promises
in-state tuition rates
to illegal immigr ants
By Amanda Maurer
Assistant Campus News Editor

Dan CiskyiThe Chronicle

Sculptures by Afro-Mexican
artists are on display at the
Mexican Fine Arts Center
Museum, 1852 W. 19th . St.

In
1992,
when
Marilu
Rodriguez was 8 years old, she
was le ft in Mexico with her
grandmother while her parents
illegally moved to Ch icago.
Three years later, her parents
returned to bring her across the
border.
''l never rea lly thought about
coming to the U.S .. " Rodriguez
said . " l never really wanted to
because my life was [in Mex ico].
But (my parent s] made a dec ision. and l had to fo llow it."
Once in Chi cago, Rodriguez

continued her education in the
Chicago Public Schools system.
However, once she reached her
senior year in high school, she
faced a problem. As an undocumented student, she did not have
a soc ial security number and
could not afford college without
fi nancial aid.
Each year thousands of undocumented students graduate from
high school, but do not continue
with college because their immigration status and lack of social
security number prevents them
from receiving any form of federal fi nancial aid.
To a lleviate this problem,
organi zations such as the Illinois
Coa lition for Immi grant and
Refugee Rights have fough t for
programs th at would help undocumented students who have lived
www.Columb1a Chromcle com

in the United States for several
years continue their education.
In May 2003 Illinois became
the fifth of ni ne states to pass the
In-State Tuition Act, which
allows undocumented students to
pay in -state tuition rates .
Otherwise, the students and their
families, who are not legal state
residents, would pay the more
ex pensive out-of-state tuition.
Some other organizations work
toward limiting immigration as a
who le and find the concept of
educating undocumented students to be a waste of time and
money. But the act is still aimed
at trying to increase an undocumented studen t's college chances
by alleviatin g the finan cial burden .
The savings can be thousands.
For example the in-state tuition

for the University of Illinois at
Urbana-C hampaign is around
$6,500. For out-of-state students,
tuition is almost $19,400.
LaToya Hooker works as a
counselor at Farragut Career
Academy, a high school in the
predominantly Hispanic neighborhood of Li ttle Village. Less
than a third of each graduating
class continues with higher education.
Without financial aid, students
find that even at the price of instate tuition, coll ege may be out
of reach. Th is causes many of
Farragut's college-bound students to continue school at less
expensive community colleges.
Although some colleges may
offer aid to undocumented stuSee Immigration, Page 22

